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Using Business
There are two main form types in Professionals Business - Data entry and report forms.
1. Data Entry:
· At the bottom of the form is a status bar. The right most panel displays the name of the
form. If you have difficulty with the form, and call Professional Systems for help, please
give the name displayed there.
· If adding or editing a record click Save or Cancel before exiting.
· Key (code) fields have a button beside them that displays a magnifying glass. View the key
record by clicking on the button. If the form is in edit or add mode you may select a record
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by clicking on the "Select" button in the list form.
· Certain fields (called primary keys) cannot be edited as they are used to link to other
records. For example the ledger account codes.
· Deleting records (such as ledger accounts) is possible if there are no records dependent on
that key. For example account transactions.
· If you are adding a record, and a key field is required, the save button is not enabled until
the key field has been selected.
· When entering certain fields the database is searched, as you enter data, for that code.
This means "........cannot be found!" displays until you enter the correct code. Then the
description of the code displays beside the field.
2. Reports:
· Report forms allow the selection of a preview or print option.
· In preview you can print the report while looking at the preview.
· All reports work on certain key fields and a date range. Make sure you select the correct
key codes.
· When you select key codes their descriptions display. Make sure that is the correct
description.
· Because most reports work on a date range (usually the date of the transaction) you may
find nothing on the report. This is one of the reasons for using preview before printing the
report.
· All reports can be exported to various formats - Excel, text (comma delimited - CSV), Word,
and Adobe Acrobat reader (pdf). To export a report select the brown disk icon on the bar at
the top and select the format preferred.
3. Help:
· Help is available at any time. The help file is C:\PSL\BAhelp60.chm. If you click on the file
Windows will run the help facility. You may place the file on your desktop.
· All forms have context sensitive help. To view the help information about any form, press
the F1 key when the form is activated.
· Some fields have hints attached. To view any hints move the mouse cursor over the field
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Starting Business
You can start Professionals Business from the Start screen -> Business or from the desktop.
Click the “PSL” icon.
When you start Business you are prompted to select the company to work on if there is more
than one.
It is possible to change to another company by returning to the company operations center
and using the navigation buttons in the Company panel. Changing the one displayed there
changes the active company
The company operations form displays.

From this form you can carry out the required operations. This includes access to all the
required operations and provides an up-to-date view of the financial situation.
If you have installed the Workshop module the form appears as follows:
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Note that “Customer Operations” has become “Workshop Operations”. An additional
button “Job Control” is also visible. Those buttons provide full access to Workshop
functions.
The Workshop Operations form is as follows:
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This provides access to job cards by displaying all customers and any job cards they may
have set up. In addition a summary of customer financial data is available in the middle
bottom panel.
In addition you may view graphs of transactions - click "Display" for daily bank transaction
totals, "By source" for bank transactions by source and "Ledger trans" for selected ledger
account transactions. As follows:

The above shows transaction values for one bank account.

Editing or Adding Data
All data entry forms are set up in a similar fashion.
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When adding or entering data the

following applies on all forms:
1. When the "Add" button is clicked all but the Cancel buttons are disabled.
compulsory information has been entered the "Save" button activates.

When

2. When the "Add" button is clicked all the fields are blanked. Except on the bank transaction
form where the first bank account displays.
3. When the "Edit" button is clicked all but the "Save" and "Cancel" buttons are disabled and
the required fields are active for editing. In certain forms (for example the accounts ledger
codes) fields such as the code cannot be edited as they are used by other parts of the
software to link data.
4. You cannot exit from a form if in add or edit mode.
5. Move from field to field using the Tab key. Do not use the Enter key. The fields are set up
so that pressing the tab key takes you to the next.
6. You cannot enter anything in certain fields. Such fields are displayed because they can be
used to search for records. The data in them is generated by the system and is used to link
tables or to create unique keys that decrease the chance of user errors. For example invoice
numbers. You can enter the first number in the company set up, but after that the system
generates new invoice numbers.
7. Many forms have data grids on them. These provide a view of several records at once.
When a record is selected its details display in the fields above the grid. The grid and the
navigation bar are disabled in add or edit mode.
8. When you click on the "Add" or "Edit" buttons the status bar at the bottom of the form
displays the words "Adding data", or "Editing data" in the left-most segment, until the "Save"
or "Cancel" buttons are clicked. Then the status bar displays "Browsing data". If you are
interrupted check there for the current status of the form.
9. Click the "Cancel" button if you make a mistake. This returns the fields to their previous
contents if you are editing them, or to the current record if you were adding data.
10. Certain fields have a button beside them with a magnifying glass in it. Use this to select
a key code from a list of records. When you are adding a new record, or editing, you may
select a code to display in the relevant field.
11. Most forms include at least one search panel. Use this to search for key fields such as
journal codes, bank accounts, invoices, customers and suppliers.

Selection Lists
All selection lists work in the same manner. To activate a selection list click the magnifying
glass button to the right of the field. If adding, or editing, the record the code may be selected
and appear in the code field. If browsing the lists are view only.
If the code may be selected the Select button is visible. Highlight the relevant record and
click the select button. This returns you to the form and the code displays in the relevant field.
If you do not wish to select the highlighted record, click the Close button.
Most lists provide access to the maintenance form of the records being viewed. To activate
that form click the New button. Once you have made the required changes the new data is
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available to the selection list.

Setting up Business
To modify the settings select System Settings on the company control form. The following
form activates:

Business has to be set up in a particular order. The set up order is as follows:
1. Set up at least one company. This will, generally, be the only one you need. If you intend
to use more, set them all up at once. Review, and modify the company that is pre-installed.
2. Setting up departments is optional. If setting up more than one department complete them
all for each company set up. If you are running separate operations (eg, Floor sanding,
painting, house valet) from the same bank account, and do not share costs and income
between them, set up a department for each. This allows you to keep a track of the
performance of each department, as well as your total financial situation. Review and modify
the department that is pre-installed.
3. Create the ledger accounts required. These are the column labels of a manual cash
journal.
Once a ledger account has been set up you may not delete it, or change the
department it is linked to, if there are any transactions for it.
4. Create the bank record. Bank records may be shared between a company's departments.
If any bank accounts are to be used by one department only, and have different contact
details, include the department name in the bank description. Doing so decreases the chance
that other users will use the account by error and have to select the correct one.
5. For each company, create the required bank account details. It is a good idea to create all
the bank accounts for one company at a time. Bank accounts can be made exclusive to one
department. Professionals Business allows you to have as many bank accounts as you wish.
6. Create bank account opening balances, and "carried forward" transactions, to ensure that,
when the system starts, you have the correct bank account balances. If you are starting
business for the first time the opening balance is likely to be zero.
7. To keep records of suppliers (or if using the hybrid or invoices accounting basis) create the
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required supplier records'. Do this before creating bank account opening balances if you wish
to link supplier charges to supplier invoices.
8. If using the Invoices accounting basis, create a record of all current customers.
9. Once you are ready to start running, set up any recurring transactions. These are fixed
amounts that occur at known times, such as lease and mortgage payments. Setting them up
in Recurring Transactions means you do not have to concern yourself with them until
something changes.
10. Set up the invoice and statement header layout. It is better to do this once you have
generated some invoices so that you can check the layout when actually printed.
11. If the Workshop module is installed the set up form appears as follows:

If you intend to use the charging ledgers and/or customer items management then you need
to click "Workshop settings". That provides access to the control files needed to run those
operations;
Each department can share the main company bank account, as well as any others in use
that are linked to the company. This allows a complete view of the company's financial
situation as there are consolidated company, and separate department, account reports.
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Some things to consider
For Limited Liability Companies use one bank account as your main transaction account
and don't split accounts between business and domestic.
If you are working from home and claiming part of home expenses only record company
financial information in the accounts. This means you may need to have two supplier charge
books and pay such bills as rates, home insurance, etc, using two supplier charges. In this
case the trial balance and balance sheet will more accurately show your financial situation.

Professionals Control Centre
This form allows access all activities. It provides a company-wide view of things because all
financial figures are summarised here; including bank accounts, customer debts and supplier
charges.
To view customer and supplier summaries go to their respective control centres.

· The cash summary is of transactions between the dates shown You can change the dates
and then click Refresh to update the totals..
· The control panel acts as the main access point to all operations.
· You can run three sets of graph reports from this form. To obtain a graphic representation
of bank transactions between set dates click the Display button. To see bank transactions
by Source click the “By source” button. To obtain a graphic representation of selected
ledger account transactions click the Ledger trans button.
· The graphs at the bottom display total bank transaction values and income and expense.
Note depending on the levels of expense and income the scales may differ in extent.
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If you run the graph reports they all work on the same manner.

Company Set up
Set up at least one company.

· Enter the Company name. This is included on the top of reports, and on invoices,
statements, etc. You must replace "Name" with another name or the software will keep
starting the set up wizard when you start it up.
· Enter a description of the company. This prints below the company name on invoices,
statements, etc. It can be something like "For all your electrical needs", or "Registered
plumber and roofer."
· If you intend using the G.S.T. imputation form and invoices include your postal address
details as well. There is no field set aside for postal zone. Include that in the same field as
you enter your city/town.
· To have the software generate unique customer codes for you check the box "Auto
generate customer codes". The field "Last number" becomes visible. Enter a number
you want the next code to be based on.
· If you wish to be reminded of the need to run a backup check the box "Activate system
save on shutdown". If you activate this function you will be prompted to run a backup
when you shutdown the software.
· Complete the Sales tax section if you are registered for G.S.T.
· Because this example also has Retail Business installed "Use checkout scale" is visible.
Check this if you are using a checkout scale.
· If you have a logo you want to include on invoices, statements, quotes and delivery dockets
click Logo.The following form displays:
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Click Load and go to the folder where you saved the logo.bmp file. It needs to be in the
folder C:\PSL\Database\images Click Confirm. The logo will now be linked to your company
record. If you need to change the logo's size open the file in that folder. Not the one you
originally worked on.
To include a logo you need to do the following first:
1. Create a bit map file called logo.bmp. If you have an existing logo that you include on your
website open it in Paint and Save as a bit map file called logo.bmp. Save the file to the folder
C:\PSL\Database\images.
2. You may need to change the size of the logo. To do that in Paint click Image ->
Stretch/Skew. Initially decrease the size by 50 percent horizontal and vertical.
3. Once you have linked the logo to the company record you can experiment with the size to
get it to fit properly by placing it on the invoice/statements (System settings ->
Invoices/Statements) and positioning it where you want it.
See Invoices/Statements formats for how to position the text, and logo, on the forms.
· If you want to be reminded to backup your records check the box "Activate system save on
shutdown". You will then be prompted to connect your backup media when you shutdown
the software.
If the Workshop module is installed the company control form appears as follows:
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1. Do you provide estimates or quotes to clients? If you do enable the budget facility to obtain
early warning of possible overruns. This is only useful if you use the ledgers rather than
entering all charges directly into invoices.
2. How many minutes are there in a chargeable unit? This is used by the Employee Time
sheet report to calculate the hours worked and to convert units into hours if using the IMS
Payroll export facility. You don't have to use this if all charges are entered directly into
invoices. However if you use the time sheet ledger you can generate employee time sheets
that include hours worked if you enter the relevant value here.
3. If you intend to use the customer items maintenance functions then select the default item
type from the “Default item type” drop down list.

Department/Divisions Set up
Professionals Business (Enterprise version) allows multiple companies (up to 999) and
multiple departments for each company (up to 9999). You must set up one company at least..
All ledger accounts, and other activity, are then linked to that company.
If you have set up more than one company you can change which is active while the program
is running. Activate a company when starting Business. The company that is active appears
on the form's caption and the company control caption.
Bank accounts can be shared by all departments or allocated to a department. The
combination of all company bank account balances is the basis of the company's financial
situation. It is simpler to have one main supplier charge account. However you can allocate
a separate supplier charge account to each department if you wish.
For descriptive purposes the name of the department should be filled in (the name is printed
on reports).
The department form appears as follows when in edit mode:
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· There are three compulsory fields. Code, and Name.
· Code is used to search for the department, and as a key field in transactions.
· Name is used as part of headers on reports and to identify the department a ledger account
belongs.

· If Retail Business is installed, you are running multiple cashier lanes, and want to obtain
separate end of day total for each, check This is a lane. If Retail Business is not installed
the check box is not visible..
· The other information (address, etc) is for your own purposes.

Setting up G.S.T.
Set up G.S.T. if your business is registered.

Enter the correct information in the relevant fields.

· For sales tax to be calculated when entering transactions check the Registered box.
· The tax number displays on the imputation form, invoices, quotes and statements.
· The Exclusive field controls how sales tax is calculated and displayed on invoices. Once
you produced any invoices do not change this field. If you do any invoices printed with tax
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·
·

exclusive (for example) will now be printed as if it is inclusive and the figures will not be
correct
The No. of Months field defines the sales tax periods. It enables the system to calculate
the beginning and end dates of sales tax periods automatically, based on the last sales tax
return.
If you quote your prices exclusive of tax you may wish to exclude tax from the inventory
price. The default is to include it. To exclude it check the Stock prices exclude tax box.
This option is not available if you are running Retail Business as all prices must include
sales tax. If you check this box the retail price on invoices, orders and quotes will be
assumed to not include sales tax when you select it from the inventory.

In the case of the Hybrid and Invoice basis you must maintain a record of the money you owe.
If using the invoices basis also the money that is owed to you - hence you must use Debtors
and Creditors.
Cash Basis:
G.S.T. is calculated based on cash transactions. Invoices you issue and receive are ignored.
You can use creditors and debtors as an option to track what is owed and what you owe (and
whether you can pay it). If you produce invoices and record payments you must link those
payments to the relevant bank transactions or your income will appear much higher than it
really is.
Hybrid Basis :
G.S.T. is calculated based on invoices you issue and cash expenses.
components of Business. Creditors is optional.

Use the debtors

Invoice Basis:
G.S.T. is calculated based on invoices received and issued. Use creditors and debtors and
keep them current. In this case Professionals Business makes no attempt to find cash
payments made to you, or by you, prior to the issuing or receipt of an invoice. It assumes that
no money changes hands unless an invoice has been issued or received. Use credits/debits
and write-offs to change the value of invoices when required.

Defining Ledger Accounts
Before defining ledger accounts set up at least one Company. If you want to report on
divisions (for example shop and workshop) then create one department for each before going
any further.
A set of accounts is installed with the software. Review that and modify as required.
If using Business Enterprise make sure the correct company is displayed on the form. Each
new account is linked to that company.
General Comments
Once an account has been set up the account code may not be edited. An account may only
be deleted if it is not in use. That is no transactions have been allocated to that account.
Think of how to track income and expense. For example, if you are a plumber and suspect
roofing jobs are the main source of income, it would be wise to set up a separate account for
roofing jobs. If you sell several lines, it would be sensible to set up income (and possibly
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expense) accounts for each.

Accounts that probably should not be linked to any department are for such things as leases,
insurance, loans, etc. Accounts for departments should for those things that directly relate to
the cost and income of the department.
Although you can set up accounts for departments you can still produce profit and loss
reports for the entire business.
To maintain ledgers click Edit or New. The following form appears:
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New Accounts
All buttons but the Cancel button are disabled until you enter valid information. You must
enter a new and unique account code.
You cannot duplicate account codes between departments. If the code is to be used by all
departments, and you want to report at company level, leave the Department/Division field
clear.
When you click the New button the fields are cleared. Select the account Type and Report
Group then Account Code.
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· Consider most fields compulsory.
· Type - select expense or income. This is used to calculate profit and loss.
· The Account Code field must be unique for the company currently active. If you are using
numbers, and have multiple departments, the account codes could be something like the
following:
100 - company-level sales
1000 - Sales for department 1
1001 - Sales for department 2
· The Description field is not compulsory, but you are advised to fill it as it helps to find the
correct account from selection lists. The description is also printed in account reports.
· Department/Division is optional. If the field is left empty the account is a company level
one. Once transactions have been entered for the account this field cannot be changed.
· Affects tax amount. Check this if the account is to appear on the profit and loss report.
Some accounts, for example loans, do not.
· Apply G.S.T check this if the code is to have G.S.T. applied. Most accounts will. The type
that don't are payroll, tax payments, etc, and domestic accounts. This setting overrides
the G.S.T. status for the company and department. That is, if both have G.S.T. enabled,
any account to which it does not apply results in transactions for that account not having
G.S.T. calculated. If you are going to change it so G.S.T. does not apply, do so
immediately after, you calculate G.S.T. Imputation.
· Active is checked. Generally this is all you need. If you uncheck it the account cannot be
used.
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Editing Accounts
You cannot change the account code, or Department/Division if there are transactions for the
selected account. Everything else can be changed.
If the G.S.T. status of the account is changed transactions entered after the change have
G.S.T. calculated based on that change. To change existing transactions to reflect the new
G.S.T. situation edit them.
If an account is made inactive no further transactions can be entered for that account.

Ledger Account Structure
Setting up the ledger account structure is crucial to getting the best out of Business. In the
simplest form the ledger can consist of two accounts - Expense and Income. However this is
of little use in tracking important components of your business.
Spend some time thinking over how you want to report things. Is it important to know how
one part of your business is doing, as well as the whole business? Are you running a home
office? Do you want to divide certain sales from others? Do you wish to track the cost
involved in selling certain items?
Ask yourself the following questions:
1. Do you wish to track the performance of certain sales and expenses? If yes, create ledger
codes ( at least one of each of income and expenditure) for each one you wish to track.
2. Do you want to keep track of overheads (generally not subject to G.S.T)? In that case
include special codes that enable you to identify such accounts.
See how the ledger accounts affect the balance sheet and trial balance.
An example cash account structure is as follows:
Note - each account must have a unique code
It is a good idea to decide whether to use numeric of alphabetic codes. If numeric codes it is
a good idea to group them. For example income account codes could be in the range 100 to
199, expense (not overhead) in the range 200 to 299, and overhead expenses in the range
300 to 399. If you think that you will need more than 100 accounts for any group then you
can start at 1000 to 1999, etc. It may be a good idea to use your accountant's coding system.
Professionals Business does not display expenses as '-100.00', so you need to use the
code, or its description, to know, at a glance, if an account is expense or income.
The following example is for a sole proprietor, working from home.
Company A, (G.S.T. enabled) Department (Business) 1 (G.S.T. enabled)
Income:
101 Sales - miscellaneous (G.S.T. - taxable)
102 Sales - product X (G.S.T. - taxable)
103 Sales - product Y (G.S.T. - taxable)
104 Sales - both product X and Y (G.S.T. - taxable)
105 Sales - Cash (G.S.T. - taxable)
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120 Refunds - from suppliers. (G.S.T. - taxable)
130 G.S.T. Refunds (0% - GST not enabled - not taxable (Balance sheet item
account))
140 Bank interest (0% - GST not enabled - taxable)
Expenditure:
200 Materials - miscellaneous (G.S.T. - taxable)
201 Materials - Product X (G.S.T. - taxable)
202 Materials - Product Y (G.S.T. - taxable)
230 Rates - Local Council (G.S.T. - Dept 2 - taxable)
240 Vehicle - delivery van (G.S.T. - Dept 2 - taxable)
250 Insurance - company X (G.S.T. -Dept 2 - taxable)
203 Sundry expenditure (G.S.T. - taxable)
360 Drawings - Dept B (G.S.T. - 0% - GST not enabled. Overhead - not taxable )
270 Credit supplier charges (G.S.T. - taxable)
280 Refunds - to customers (G.S.T - taxable)
300 Capital items (G.S.T. - 100% - not taxable)
370 Salaries (G.S.T. not enabled, overhead - taxable)
380 Tax to pay (G.S.T. not enabled, overhead - not taxable)
Taxable accounts are included on the Profit and loss report.
statement option.

If you select the income

Recurring Transactions
If doing the initial set up, create Recurring Transactions last.
· Recurring transactions are for payments and deposits that occur regularly, and for which
the amount is fixed. These can include mortgages, rents.
· Recurring transactions can be used for receipts and payments that are paid automatically,
or by electronic transfer. Do not use recurring transactions as a substitute for using
supplier charges/payments if you need to record details and are using the Invoice
accounting basis.

· When you select "Banking" from the operations form a list of due recurring transactions
appears. Select the ones you want to run.
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· Do not set up transfers between bank accounts as recurring transactions. Recurring
transactions are to pay for something, or are receipts and must have a ledger account.
Setting up recurring transactions
On the bank maintenance form, select the Recurring Transaction tab. Ledger and bank
accounts have to exist. If you have set up suppliers they may be used. Otherwise any
supplier identification is a "Miscellaneous supplier".

Adding Recurring Transactions
1. Set up the transaction details.
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· Select withdrawal or deposit.
· Specify the bank account.
· Include a description of the transaction so reports can be more informative (the description
is included in the cash journal - with "AP" added). For example, if you have a ledger
account for mortgages, but several mortgages describe each transaction. The default is for
the ledger account description to be put here.
· If you have set up regular suppliers you may also include the supplier code so you can
report on the amount you have paid.
· Enter the date of the next/first transaction run. Do this initially for the process to run, after
the first run this date is updated automatically. You can change the date after you have
completed the schedule.
· If adding a transaction, and the "Save" button is clicked, the schedule form displays.
· If you wish to edit the schedule click the "Schedule" button. This button is disabled when
adding transactions.
2. Set Up the Transaction Schedule: This is required for recurring transactions to run and
to display in the recurring transactions selection list..
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· Select a transaction type. Three types are available: (1) No set date - it will continue
running until you delete it. (2) Set stop date. (3) Fixed number of transactions.
· Select a weekly run, fortnightly, three weekly, or on which day of the month, and which
months, the transaction will run.
· Specify which date of month. This is based on the run being "On the 3rd day of every 2nd
month", etc. The example above is set to run on the 20th day of every month with no set
end date.
· For a set finish date, or number of transactions, the relevant fields display. If you select the
"No set end" option the Number of Transactions and Stop Date fields are not visible

Editing recurring transactions
When editing a recurring transaction all fields can be changed. The Schedule button is
active to enable you to change the schedule.

Running recurring transactions
Check recurring transactions regularly if you have any set up.
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To run recurring transactions select Recurring Transactions from the Operations submenu or
click on the Banking button in the control centre then the Rec Trans button. All due
transactions are displayed on the form. This includes all transactions that have not been run
to date, and that are due to run either before, or on, the current date.
WARNING - recurring transactions do not check for overdrafts. They behave in exactly
the same manner as the bank's automatic transactions. This means even if the bank
account is not set up to allow an overdraft it could occur.

Manual recurring transactions
Manual recurring transactions allows you to change the amount.
If you do not wish to change the amount click the Run button as each record is highlighted.
The rest of this section relates to Changing the amount of the recurring transaction.

•
•

•
•

When an amount is changed that becomes the amount of the transaction from then
on.
Select the transaction to change.
Click the Change button. The original amount of the selected transaction displays in
the Change Amount panel. The Change button becomes the UpDate button. The
Run button is disabled.
Change the amount and click the UpDate button. The transaction runs.

If recurring transactions have not been run for a while each one is refreshed until the backlog
is cleared.

Bank settings and startup
You can set up more than one bank, and have multiple accounts in each. For ease of use
specify which account is the default supplier charge account.
Complete bank details, and accounts in the following order:

Bank details
Complete the bank's code (usually the first three or four characters of the account code), and
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its name. Everything else is optional.
You may set up as many banks as you require.

Bank accounts
Each bank can have multiple accounts.
Make sure the bank account code format matches your bank's format. If you are setting up
multiple bank accounts, and company's, it is a good idea to create the bank accounts for each
company immediately after you have created the company and at least one department.
The default is for a company's bank accounts to be shared between departments. Bank
accounts can be reserved to one department. This prevents other departments from using the
bank account. For other departments to pay suppliers using a single supplier charge account
leave the box unchecked.
If the account is reserved to a single department indicate, in the description, which
department the account belongs to.
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Adding Accounts

· Select a bank (to view/select existing banks click the button to the right of the Bank Code
field).

· Enter a new bank account number. It must follow the format of the bank account - use
·
·
·

·

·
·

your bank statement to see what it is.
If this is the Default bank Account for supplier charges and other payments check the box.
The default bank account is the first to display when creating a supplier charge.
Enter a description of the bank account. It is a good idea to use the same name as the
banks'.
If you wish, enter the Last cheque number from your cheque book. This is used to
automatically create supplier charge numbers when entering supplier charges. This allows
you to check the supplier charges in Professionals Business with your book stubs for audit
purposes.
Enter a number in Last Transaction No. Make sure the number entered is a higher
number than you are ever likely to need for supplier charges. For example 100,000 should
be safe. This number is used for all bank transactions that are not supplier charges. Once
you have set this number - don't change it. Bank transaction maintenance checks for
duplicate transaction numbers and it can become frustrating trying to find a non-duplicate.
If you wish to allocate this account to one department check One Dept only. Then select
the department.
If you have an overdraft facility check the Overdraft provision box. The field Overdraft
amount displays. When this is on a warning is not displayed if the account is in overdraft,
providing the balance is within the overdraft limit.
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· Enter the permitted overdraft amount in the Overdraft amount field. If any supplier charge
or withdrawal results in the balance exceeding the overdraft amount you will be warned.
Warning: If you include domestic bank accounts the balance sheet and trial balance will not
be accurate as all bank account balances are included - including previous years.

Bank Reconciliation
Use bank reconciliation to match the bank transaction record with your bank statement(s).
You may also run recurring transactions from this form. Run any due recurring transactions
before carrying out the reconciliation as they will be displayed on this form.
A list of bank transactions that have not been presented displays. Any that have been
confirmed, but not updated, also display and are ticked.

· Select the bank account to reconcile. It must display in the top panel.
· The account's non-presented bank transactions are in the bottom panel.
· Enter the statement balance from the bank statement.
· Select the transactions from the list that match those on the bank statement by clicking on
the transaction or using the navigator bar at the top right and clicking the Present button.
· A running total updates in reconciled amount as you make the selection. If you present
an incorrect transaction you may cancel by clicking the "Cancel" button Note - the
"Presented" button becomes a "Cancel" button once the transaction is confirmed as
presented.
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· If you need to edit a transaction highlight it, and right click the mouse. Click Edit selected
Transaction. The relevant transaction form opens (Bank or supplier charge Transactions)
with the selected transaction visible.
· When the running balance equals the bank statement balance click Update. The
presented transactions disappear from the bottom panel.
· You can exit without updating. The transactions selected for reconciliation remain in that
state until you click Update.

Opening Bank Account balances
All bank accounts are opened with a balance of zero. If you have money in the bank account,
when you first create it in Business, you must enter that amount as the account's opening
balance. If you do not do so the current balance will never be correct and the trial balance
and balance sheets will not report your equity correctly.
Create at least one company, department and bank account before using this page; otherwise
"No company/account links set" displays and you cannot enter a balance.
· Make sure no supplier charges, or other bank transactions, have been created before
entering the opening balance(s).
· If using Customer invoicing generate invoices that any payments (non-presented
deposits) relate to. Create the required customers and ledger accounts.
· If you are using Creditors make sure you have recorded the supplier's charges that
any non-presented supplier charge relates to.
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1. Make sure the caption at the top displays the company the opening balances are for. If it
does not click the Bank Account tab, and change to the correct company. If the bank account
has been allocated to a department, that department displays at the top of the page.
2. Select the bank account the opening balance is for. Click the navigation arrows at the
bottom of the page.
3. Enter the opening balance date, and the closing balance of the account from the most
recent bank statement. If the account has just been opened enter the amount that is in the
account.
4. Enter transactions not on the statement - supplier charges and deposits
5. If you return after having entered supplier charges and deposits not on the statement, but
do not update the balance, repeat steps 4. and 5, click the Export button on the relevant form
to update the relevant fields, and then click the Update button
The transaction and supplier charge entry forms behave differently when started from the
Opening Balances form. Therefore complete the entire set up sequence before entering any
standard transactions. If you have created any delete them before proceeding further.
See the details for supplier charge Entry and Bank Transactions Entry for how to complete the
above tasks correctly.
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Transactions not on statement
· Enter any deposits that do not appear on the bank statement. Click the button to the right
of the deposits not on statement field and enter the details. You may enter multiple 'lines'
for each deposit. The total of the deposits is placed in the deposits field when you click the
"export" button on the Bank Transaction form.

· Enter supplier charges that are not on the bank statement by clicking on the button to the
right of the supplier charges written not on statement field. The supplier charge total
appears in the supplier charges field when the "Export" button is clicked.

· Once you have completed the transactions not on your bank statement, click the "Update"
button. The opening balance for the selected bank account is created. If you do not wish
to update you may return to this form later. Make sure you do not enter any current
transactions until the opening balance has been created. Opening balances can be
created once only and cannot be corrected.

Supplier Payments
Payments may be refunds - see Customer Refunds and Supplier Refunds.
· Use this form to enter supplier payments - for example supplier charges, electronic and
cash payments.
· You may pay multiple charges by the same supplier.
The "default" supplier charge account displays when creating a new payment. Change bank
accounts by entering another account code in the Bank Acct field.
If using the Invoice accounting basis each payment must be linked to supplier charges. Once
complete any charges you have entered details for are defined as paid. Use Supplier
Charges (Creditors) to ensure this works correctly.
You can change the payment number and transaction type when editing. You cannot
change the Bank account when editing the header if there are any detail lines.

· Reconciled payments may be edited - but only the ledger account and description
may be changed.
WARNING - If you created a supplier payment for the wrong bank account, it will have
the wrong charge number, unless you entered the number manually. If it has the
wrong number, and there are details, delete and re-enter it.
If you change the date of the payment you need to edit each detailed line and then save it to
make sure the associated transactions have the new date. That is click Edit (details) then
Save without making any changes. If the payment has been reconciled, or GST calculated on
it, you may not change the amounts.
Bank Account Opening Balances:
When opening the payments form from the bank account opening balances form an Export
button is visible at the bottom left of the form. In addition a total of all payments so far
created displays. It is this total that is subtracted from the bank account to make up the
opening balance.
If you are entering supplier payments to make up the opening balance enter the number.
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Once you have entered one supplier payment the system defaults to the last supplier
payment plus one.
Enter at least one payment detail line.
When you have finished entering all payments not on the bank statement click Export.

New supplier payments
· Complete the top panel first. Think of this panel as the supplier charge butt.
· Click the "Add" button in the top panel. All fields are blanked, except for the default bank
account and the transaction number (which is the number of the last payment plus 1). If
you are entering opening balances, you cannot change the bank account as it was
originally selected in the bank form, otherwise...

· Enter the Bank No, and Bank Account if the default bank account is not the one you wish
to use, or select from the list.

· Payment No is created automatically. To use another number enter it now. Once you have
·
·

·

saved the header this number cannot be changed. You need to delete the payment. The
payment number must be unique and the header cannot be saved if it is not.
Enter the date of the payment. The default is the date of the last transaction.
Entering a supplier code is optional. You may enter/select a known supplier's code, or
enter a short description if you do not need to keep a record of who the payment is for. You
may select suppliers from a selection list by clicking the "Looking glass" button to the right.
If nothing is entered here the default supplier code is MISC. Do not set up any supplier with
this code.
Once you have finished entering the information in the Payment Header panel, click
"Save".

Editing supplier payments
You can change the payment number and transaction type when editing. You cannot
change the Bank account when editing the header if there are any detail lines.
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· Reconciled payments may be edited - but only the ledger account and description
may be changed.
To select an existing payment, click the button beside the Number field. If the form is in
browse mode you may select a supplier charge from the form.
WARNING - If you created a supplier charge payment for the wrong bank account, it
will have the wrong supplier charge number, unless you entered it manually. If it has
the wrong supplier charge number delete and re-enter it.

Creating payment details
You may enter as many detail lines as you wish. Each line includes the ledger account the
payment is to be allocated to.
You may enter business and domestic payments in the one payment and the G.S.T.
imputation is calculated accordingly. Don't do this if your business is a limited liability
company. In that case you should keep domestic and business transactions entirely
separate.

· Click "Add" in the "Details" panel. The detail fields are cleared.
· Enter, or select, the ledger account code.
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· Enter the amount for the line into the Amount field. If you wish to enter the amount
exclusive of G.S.T. check the "Add G.S.T." box.

· If the payment is for a regular supplier and charges have been entered into supplier
charges select the charges to be paid by clicking the ellipsis [...] button beside the Invoice
Ref field. When selected the details of the charge appear in the details and the charge is
updated as paid. If you delete the line the payment is reversed.
· If supplier charges are not used enter all details. Invoice number is not compulsory. If using
the Invoice accounting basis it must be used.
· Click the "Save" button.
· If the bank account does not permit an overdraft, or the overdraft limit will be exceeded by
the payment total, you will be warned. You may still proceed.

Paying suppliers
Carry out the following to record payments against supplier charges:
1. Create a supplier record for each supplier.
2. Record supplier charges.
The following shows the payments form after the completion of a supplier charge for supplier
charges. There is an invoice code in the Invoice column. The invoice has been completely
paid. It is possible to pay part of an invoice or more than one at a time.

When adding details the form appears as follows:
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Select an existing invoice details by clicking the button to the right of the Invoice Ref field.
Use the button to select charges for payment as lines in an invoice (if there are more than
one) may be for different ledger accounts.
When you click on the button to the right of Invoice Ref the following form displays:
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This form displays each line of all currently unpaid invoices of the supplier. They display in
invoice number order. When you click the Select button the details for that line display in the
supplier charge detail fields.
How much is owing on the selected invoice line displays as Total due and the amount to be
paid defaults to that amount.
If your G.S.T. accounting basis is invoiced use this method to pay supplier charges. Other
wise using supplier charges is optional.

Customer Refunds
Customer refunds may be made in the supplier charge form. The refund must be linked to an
existing, paid, invoice.
Record customer refunds using the supplier charge/Payments Entry form.
· Enter the date of the refund
· Check the Customer Refund box. The Supplier field switches to "Client".
· Select the customer the refund is for.
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Refunds are distinct from credit/debit notes and write-offs. Credit/debit notes apply to an
invoice that has not yet been paid, write-offs relate to billed invoices that are not likely to be
paid (bad debts). Refunds are repayments where the customer has already paid and you
have to return some, or all, of that payment. A refund is an expense and you need to have an
account for them.
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At the bottom right of the form a Refund button is visible. Click this to print the refund note to
accompany the supplier charge, or as a record of the payment. The note requires the
selection of an existing invoice - Invoice ref field.
Clicking the button to the right if the Invoice Ref field activates the following list. This displays
all current invoices of the selected customer.

Workshop settings
Workshop settings are needed if you intend to use the job ledgers and/or customer item
maintenance. Using job ledgers enables you to obtain a full work in progress report without
the need to check aged debtors as charges are included that are not, yet, in any invoice.
However it does add a certain degree of complexity as you need to make sure you’re running
a regular invoicing cycle. If you don’t intend to do that, or only have a few employees, it is not
likely to be cost effective to use the ledgers.
If you have regular customer maintenance agreements it may be useful to use Customer
Items Maintenance. This allows you to record details of your customers “items”, be they cars,
boats, electrical equipment, etc, and arrange regular maintenance
If only intend to use Job cards, and link them to invoices and quotes then you also need to
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configure some key settings.

The workshop settings form is as follows:
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Select the relevant tab to update, or create, new control codes.

Labour/Employees
If you are using Retail Business a basic employee record is created when you enter a new
cashier's code. In that case the employee code is a number. The best idea then is to create
cashiers BEFORE you go here to enter their charge and cost rates. Be aware creating a new
employee here DOES NOT create a cashier record. So, if you want your staff to be able to
use Workshop and also act as cashiers, you need to create them in the Staff Profiles form of
Retail Business.
When updating employees you can create multiple charge and cost rates and have them
activate from a certain date. In addition charges and costs can be entered based on differing
rates - for example over time, normal time, time-and-a-half, etc.
Use this page to maintain staff records and to change or add charge and cost rates. Deletion
of rates is not allowed as customer jobs can span changes of rates. An employee code
can be deleted if the employee is not in use in any ledger, invoice or quote.
To prevent entry of an employee in the time sheet un-check the "Active" box. New Employees
can be set up, with an inactive status, prior to starting work. This allows the creation of
quotes/estimates that include work to be done by those employees.
Reports include any existing inactivated employee entries.
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•
•
•
•

Staff Code: Compulsory and unique. Forced to upper case.
First Name and Initials: Not compulsory.
Last name: Compulsory. This is the minimum for a description of the employee.
Using the last name alone makes sense if the "employee" is a consultant/company.
Active : Defaults to checked.

Once you have created the new employee the new rates form activates automatically.
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New Employee rates
• To create new rates for an existing employee, click the "Edit" then the "New Rates"
button.
• To change existing rate entries make sure the page is in edit mode, this enables the
"Change Rates" button.
• Both Charge Rate and Cost Rate must be non-zero figures. The date can be
selected from a drop-down calendar; or entered manually. This date sets the day from
which the employee can have entries in the ledgers. Once the new rates are entered
click the Save button. Clicking the Cancel button returns you to the main form with
no new rates.
If you charge in fractions of an hour - eg for every ten minutes, then rates are for those units.
If the hourly rate is $60.00, and the charge unit is 10 minutes, the charge rate is $10.00.
Excluding G.S.T. The number of minutes in each charging unit are defined when you set up
the company.
If using IMS Payroll partners enter rates for overtime and double time. These rates are
optional if you are not. However, in that case, normal time cost and charge rates need to be
an effective average of the employee's combined rates.
The change rate form appears as follows:
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Be careful when changing rates. They are used to calculate the actual costs and charges
when the time sheet entry is made. The time sheet ledger doesn't include a record of the rate
used when the entry was made.
If the rates are wrong to correct time sheet entries they were applied to change the incorrect
rates (using the "Change Rates" option). Then edit the time sheet entries that are incorrect so
a new calculation is carried out based on the new rates.
When you have saved the new rates they display on the grid below the employee details. If
you have made a mistake it is possible to change the rates. Be careful with this. When
employee time sheet data is entered the rates as at the date of entry are used to calculate the
charges. If the rate entry is changed the charge rates for existing charges are not updated
and the charges no longer match the new rate. Find those entries (Use Time sheet ledger
report, all, date to date) and update them manually through direct ledger entry. Of course, you
cannot change them if they have been billed.

Plant rates
Plant items are optional. However, if you intend to include plant charges on invoices (whether
through the ledgers or directly into invoices), it is a good idea to create plant items.
Plant items can be charged in much the same manner as labour. The cost and charge rate
must not include GST. Plant items can be ones you own, rent or lease and need to recover
the cost of operation on jobs. They can include employee vehicles rented for business
purposes, other rental and leased plant, and items you own.
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•
•
•
•

Code is compulsory and is changed to upper case.
Enter a description. This helps to identify the plant item on selection lists and
reports.
Enter both the cost and Charge rates - exclusive of GST.
Enter the charge unit. As hours or kilometers, or whatever you want to display on the
invoice as the unit of measure.

You can include all vehicles used on jobs as well as any, separately charged, items you rent,
lease, or own.
Plant items can also be included as part of client quotes/estimates. But not quick quotes.

Overhead codes
Overheads allows you to track non-chargeable employee time such as holidays, training, etc.
Overheads are entered into the employee time sheet entry. They replace the customer code.
To export complete employee time sheets to IMS Payroll you need to include overheads.
Other wise they are optional.
Using overheads allows you to make sure your cost rates cover your actual costs and that the
charge rates provide an adequate margin. Employee charge out rates should include their
actual cost (hourly rate or fraction), plus their overhead (non-chargeable cost) and a margin.
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•

•
•

•

All fields are compulsory.
Overhead Code must be unique and is forced to upper case.
Allocate the overhead to an existing department if it is not to be at company level.
Leave Department blank if it is. This allows for reporting of overhead loading by
department (if you have more than one).
Description is used to identify the overhead in selection lists.

Activity types
Activities tracks what employees do on a job, and if plant is used for, while on a job. They
enable you to develop a breakdown of what has been done on a job. Use them to develop
knowledge about how time is allocated in carrying out work. Useful if you want to put together
accurate quotes as you can then break down the quote into the required components.
Activities are entered as part of the time sheet, and plant, ledger entry process.
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•

Code and description are compulsory. The code must be unique and is forced to
upper case. Activity is required when entering time sheet and plant charges.

Work type/stages
Work type codes enable you to track what types of jobs you carry out.
These codes are optional when creating a new job card. If used they enable you to find out
what type of work the business is involved in. They can be used as an indication of the skills
required to be available to the business.
You can set them up as stage codes for those jobs that are split into multiple "jobs" to track
major stage activities.
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•

Both fields are compulsory. Work Type Code must be unique and is forced to upper
case.

The Work types statistical report can provide an idea of where most of your business is
concentrated.
You can use work type codes to identify the stage of each job when you set them up.

Item types
Item types defines the top level of items. It creates a level immediately under the Item types
drop down list in Items Maintenance if the default is to use the "General" item lists. If you
don’t activate “General” as the default list type selecting it from the drop down list will activate
the facility to use the Item types, brands and models.
If you use all three you can search on the Items Maintenance List using their codes. See
the Items Maintenance Form for more detail.
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Both the code and description are required.
To see how item types. brands and models are used go to Items Maintenance.

Item brands
Item brands allows you to set up a library of the brands of items you maintain for your
customers. This is required when setting up a new item when using the "General" item type
in Items management.
Items brands, models and types only apply when using the General item type. If you intend to
use a particular item type all the time set the default in Company control.
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Enter both the brand code and the description.
Item brands allows you to define the top level of the items you intend to track when using the
“General” item type in Item Maintenance.

Item models
Use Item Models to identify the models associated with the relevant item brands in Items
Maintenance.
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Enter both a code and a description.

Cash Transactions
Use this form to enter cash transactions that are not banked.
You can also use it to enter G.S.T. adjustments. For example, if you are a plumber and have
bought, and paid for, some spouting and entered it as a business expense. You then use
some of the spouting on your own house. That has to be recorded as income. While no
money has changed hands, in effect you have paid yourself the value of the spouting used on
the house. Enter it as a cash income entry.
Generally cash transactions should balance each other. For example if a customer pays cash
for a job ($200.00). $50.00 is spent on petrol, and $150.00 on materials.
This form updates the transaction journal only. Cash transactions can be banked as part of a
detailed bank transaction.
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If you have cash to bank and it is not a customer payment, use the Miscellaneous Cash
Transactions form. If it is, and you have created an invoice, use the Customers Payments
form. Other wise use the cash transactions form.

· To add a cash transaction click Add
· The transaction number is created automatically.
· Specify whether this is a Miscellaneous or supplier payment.

The default is
miscellaneous. If it is a supplier payment supplier-related fields display. As follows:
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· Enter/select the ledger account in the Account field.
· Enter a narrative that describes the transaction. The default is the description of the
selected ledger account.
· Enter the date of the transaction. The default is today's date.
· Enter the amount of the transaction. G.S.T. is calculated automatically if you are registered
and G.S.T. applies to the ledger account. If the supplier is not registered G.S.T. is not
calculated.
· Click Save when complete. Or cancel to undo the entry.
Cash transactions cannot be deleted once G.S.T. has been run for the period they belong to,
or they have been included in a detailed bank transaction..

Customer Receipts Maintenance
Customer receipts must be banked. Banking may be handled in two ways:

· Enter payments as they come in, into Customer Receipts (if paying for an invoice) or cash

·

transactions and create a detailed bank deposit. Use this method if using the Hybrid or
Invoice accounting basis if you want to be able to check that a payment has been made. If
a payment is not to be banked immediately it can be entered into receipts and deposited
when you have completed the entry.
When importing transactions from your bank's web site select Customer Payment if the
deposit is for a single payment. If the deposit is for multiple payments (for example supplier
charges, EFTPOS or credit card) skip that transaction and create it in bank transaction
maintenance as a detailed transaction.

There are three customer receipts forms - one is activated from Bank Transactions when
creating a detailed entry and allows you to maintain payments as well as deposit them. It
displays payments that have not been deposited.
The second is activated from the Invoices and Customer Operations forms and allows
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maintenance of all payments. The following description is based on that form.
The third is activated from the Invoices form and is Quick payment. It assumes the entire
invoice is to be paid.
1. Maintain all Customer Receipts:
This form displays all receipts. Access it from the client operations form. If the payment has
been deposited the line is highlighted in yellow and the payment cannot be deleted.

All entries on this form must link to an existing, unpaid, invoice.
· Click Add. The entry panel displays:

· The payment type defaults to Customer. If Supplier refund is selected a supplier code has
to be entered into the Paid by field.
· Enter/select the customer the payment is for.
· Select the invoice the payment is for. The list displays all invoices for the selected
customer. If the invoice has been paid, and you select it, you will be warned that it has been
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paid. NOTE - check the field "Paid" at the right if the list.

· Once the invoice has been selected all remaining fields are populated. The assumption is
any amount due is to be paid and displays in Amount Due. Customers can pay in
instalments
· Enter the ledger account the payment is for.
· Select the payment method.
· If the payment being made is not for the balance owing, change the amount.
· Narrative defaults to the description of the invoice with "Payment for" at the beginning. You
can change this if required.
· Click Save.
If you wish to deposit the payment, for example if recording a direct credit payment, click the
Deposit button. The following form activates;

· Select the account the deposit is for.
· Change the narrative if you desire.
If a payment has been deposited it may not be edited, or deleted.
2. The following form displays payments not yet deposited.
Transactions if adding or editing a detail transaction.

· Check the box "Has details".
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Start this form from Bank

· Note - there is no ledger account/purpose field. That comes from the payment record.
· The narrative has "Detailed transaction" in it. That can be changed.

· Activate it by clicking the Customer Receipts button.

Payments maintenance is carried out in the same manner as the Customer Receipts form.
If the receipt has been deposited it may not be deleted - remove it from the deposit first. Then
use the Customer Receipts Form to delete it.

Quick Payment
Activate this form from the Invoice Operations list form when only unpaid invoices are
displayed. Highlight the invoice to pay and click Quick Pay.
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The following form appears.

· Account will be blank the first time the form is used. Once you have selected a ledger
account, and saved the payment, account will default to the last account code used.

· You may need to change the Date. It defaults to the current date.
· Select the correct pay method. Other than that, nothing has to change.

· Once you are satisfied with the entry, click Save. The form will then close. If you click
Cancel the form closes without saving anything.
Payments entered here can be maintained in the Customer Payments form.
These payments must be banked as part of a detailed bank transaction.

Bank Transaction Management
This form allows you to view transactions between selected dates. The default is to display a
month's worth of transactions. You can edit any displayed transaction by double-clicking it.
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From this form carry out all operations on bank account transactions. They are:
· All bank transactions. Including - Deposits, withdrawals, transfers between accounts, bank
fees, interest payments
· Recurring transactions
· Import transactions from your bank account.
· Supplier payments.
Before using this form complete Professionals set up :
You can accumulate transactions for detailed bank deposits or withdrawals by initially entering
the transactions into the cash transactions form. This is useful if you are recording
credit/debit card payments and there is a chance they be in a GST period different from that
of the actual payment of the credit/debit card. That ensures you can keep them in the correct
GST period if your accounting basis is payment.
Note: If you have set up a bank account that applies to one department (and you have
multiple departments) you cannot create transactions for journal accounts belonging to
another department. Should you attempt to do so you will be warned, and the save button is
disabled.
The operations to carry out are:
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A. Adding Transactions
B. Editing transactions
C. Deleting transactions - only possible if the transaction has not been reconciled or included
in a G.S.T. imputation run.
When in the bank transactions form if a supplier charge is selected clicking Edit opens the
Supplier payments form with the selected supplier payment displayed.

The Transactions button enables you to run a detailed transaction report. The contents of
this report are the details of each bank transaction. Therefore this report is not the equivalent
of a bank statement.
To obtain a bank statement, click the Statement button. For all transactions (including
details) click Transactions. You can also produce these reports from the bank transactions
form.

Bank Transaction Types
Professionals Business provides for a range of bank transaction types:

· Deposits:
1. Single transaction. Eg if you are paid by EFTPOS there is a transfer of the day's
takings into your bank account.
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2. Detailed deposits can be "accumulated" for multiple ledger accounts or customer
payments. For example you can enter payments into Customer Payments or Cash
transactions, and select them to add them to the deposit. Use this method if someone is
acting as your agent and transfers an amount into your bank account on a regular basis - and
gives you a breakdown of what makes up that deposit. The breakdown can be entered into
cash transactions and added to the deposit. Providing the net value of a set of transactions is
a deposit, a detailed transaction can include expenses.

· Withdrawals: The first two are carried out in Supplier Payments:
1. Supplier charges: these allow multiple lines so that you can spread the supplier
charge total across different accounts.
2. Electronic payments: these operate in the same manner as supplier charges.
3. Cash.
4. Automatic payments
5. Miscellaneous withdrawals, including detailed transactions

· Transfers: Use this option when transferring between bank accounts.
· Bank Fees: Transactions where you pay the bank
· Interest: Interest paid by the bank to you.

Adding transactions
1. Select the bank account, in Bank Transaction Maintenance, to operate on.
You may not edit or delete transactions that have been reconciled.
2. Click "Add trans". The form will look like the following:

3. Select the transaction type by clicking on one of the buttons labelled "Deposit",
"Withdrawal", "Transfer", "Bank fees" or "Interest". Depending on which button is checked the
bottom panel changes. If you click "Transfer" four additional fields display. These relate to
the destination account.
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· If the transaction type is a deposit you are restricted to selecting an income ledger account.
If a withdrawal it must be an expense account.
· Bank fees or interest must be for an account with G.S.T. turned off.
IMPORTANT! The selected transaction type determines how the balances are
calculated - make sure you have selected the correct one.

4. If transferring between bank accounts select the destination account. The source account
is the one currently displayed on the main transactions form. The destination cannot be the
same account as the source. Select the destination account by clicking the button to the right
of the To account field.

· Select the source of the transaction from the drop down list. This field defaults to the
·
·
·

·
·

source of the previous entry. That may not be correct. Ignore this if the entry is to be a
detailed one.
Ref No is created automatically. It can be changed. Once changed that, plus one, is used
for the next transaction. It must be unique.
If this is not a detailed transaction enter/select the ledger account for Purpose. If it is a
detailed transaction check the Has details box. The purpose field disappears.
Narrative defaults to the description used for the selected ledger account. This may need
to be changed to more accurately say what the transaction is for. If the transaction is a
detailed one it is a good idea to enter something in Narrative that will closely match what
the bank statement will show. For example "DC - Smith Consultants."
Enter the date of the transaction. The date defaults to today's date.
If this is not a detailed transaction, enter the Amount. If the entry is subject to G.S.T. the
amount is calculated automatically.

5. There are two ways of entering deposits and withdrawals:

· One bank transaction and a matching ledger account entry. Enter everything on the main
bank transaction form. Leave the Has details box unchecked.
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· One bank transaction, and multiple ledger account entries. For example if your EFTPOS

·

provider consolidates (they usually do) all online payments for a day into one transfer but
you want to know which customers that deposit covered and have already entered their
payments. To allocate multiple transactions to a bank transaction check Has details. Two
buttons display at the bottom right, and another on the top right labeled "Details".
The Details button enables you to view the transactions once they have been added. Do
not enter a total transaction amount. A bank transaction can consist of Customer
Payments or Miscellaneous transactions. Each form has a Deposit button to select the
entry to add to the the bank transaction. Once you exit either form the new total amount of
the deposit or withdrawal displays and is saved automatically. Details can only be
entered for deposits and withdrawals.

If there is only one transaction in the details its removal will also remove the transaction and
add to, or subtract from, the value of the transaction to (from) the account balance. In that
case there is no need to delete the bank transaction. Just remove the detail.
Click "Edit" to edit any detail line. If the transaction has not been reconciled, or GST
imputation completed, all details can be changed. Otherwise only the narrative can be.
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Editing transactions
When editing transactions the transaction type cannot be changed. The type determines how
the balances are updated "on the fly"
All other visible fields may be edited. When editing, or adding, the "Details" button is
disabled. You must save, or cancel, before you can change details. You can add details at
any time. Provided the transaction has not been reconciled or G.S.T. imputation completed.

Miscellaneous Cash Transactions
This form displays cash journal entries that can be added to detailed bank transactions.
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If you don't select any entries to add to the bank transaction the maintenance form closes
when you exit the selection form.
The following form displays the entries belonging to a detailed bank transaction (deposit or
withdrawal) currently displayed on the bank transaction form. To activate this form click
Details. That button is only visible if the bank transaction has details.
Obviously, if the transaction is purely a cash one (for example from the cash drawer), there is
no need to include it in a bank transaction. This process is mostly for cash payments that are
to be included in deposits.
Changes to entry amounts here change the total of the bank transaction.
If the transaction has been reconciled entry amounts cannot be changed.

If Edit is clicked the following form appears:
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Click Edit to change the entry. If the entry has been reconciled, or GST imputation run, only
Purpose and Narrative can be changed.
Click Remove to delete the entry from the transaction. When you do this the entry becomes
visible in the Cash Transactions form (if it is a cash transaction) or shows in the Payments
form as being non-deposited. If there is only one entry line, and you remove it, the bank
transaction is also deleted.

Transaction Details
If a bank transaction consists of more than one ledger account transaction you may add as
many additional lines as required by checking the Has Details box. You may only add details
for deposits or withdrawals

· In Bank Transaction Maintenance click the Add trans button
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· Check the Has details box.
· Add transactions (that are not already deposited) to the deposit or withdrawal. Click the
Customer Receipts or Cash Trans buttons. If recording a deposit you may use either. If
a withdrawal, only the Cash Trans button is enabled.
· Enter the correct date.
· Enter a narrative for the transaction. The default is "Detailed transaction".
· Either button opens a form displaying ledger entries that have not been deposited.

· If necessary create, then select, the relevant entries. A total displays at the bottom of the
form and changes as entries are selected. Click the Deposit or Select button.
· You may edit, add, or delete transactions on the form.
· To add a journal transaction to the bank transaction, click the "Deposit" button.
· Return to the bank transaction form by clicking Finished or Exit. The total of the ledger
entries selected is added to the deposit or withdrawal and the maintenance form closes.
The details of transactions can be viewed/edited by double-clicking the transaction line.
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Bank transaction details
This form displays the detail that make up a detailed bank transaction.
withdrawals can have multiple entries.

Deposits and

For example recording customer payments (supplier charges and cash) and banking them.
Doing this ensures the bank deposit totals the value of all those payments and helps to keep
your books in order. It is possible to link the bank deposit to the payment and invoice (if any)
the payment is for. If you record customer payments you must include them in a bank
transaction using details.
Example 1: if 5 payments (for invoices) are recorded and total $3500, there must be a bank
deposit that includes those payments. If you record the payments, and also create a separate
bank deposit (from your statement or bank import), then total income will be $7000. And
wrong (your tax and GST income will be calculated based on the double value). Delete the
non-detail bank transaction and create a detailed one that includes those 5 payments to a
total value of $3500.
Example 2: if an agent is handling some aspects of your business, and you wish to track how
that agent is carrying out their role. They may, for example, provide you with a monthly
statement consisting of income and expenditure that is usually a deposit. Use the details
facility to enter each line from that statement so the total deposit matches the balance of the
statement. Note: In that case the deposit (and sometimes a withdrawal) can consist of both
expense and income entries.
These records are created by depositing entries from the Miscellaneous Transactions and
Customer Payments form. Once the ledger entries have been entered into the bank
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transaction they can be maintained.
1. To change a ledger entry (after all, anyone can make a mistake), edit it from this form by
clicking the Edit button.
2. If a detail journal entry should not have been put there, remove it by clicking Remove. The
total value of the bank transaction changes.
3. If it is the last, or only, transaction and the bank transaction has not been reconciled,
removal deletes the bank transaction. Removing a ledger entry does not delete it from
the cash journal. Do that from the form where it was created in the first place.
The bank transaction total is changed to mirror the new total and the bank balance adjusted
accordingly.

4. If the bank transaction entry has been reconciled, changes are still possible, but what you
can do changes. In that case the bank transaction total will not be changed.
If the G.S.T. imputation process has been run only the description and ledger code can be
edited.
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Adding Customer Payments to bank transactions
This form allows customer payments to be added to a bank transaction. You must use it if
using the Invoice accounting basis or Project Management. Otherwise it is optional and only
needs to be used if you invoice customers and record their payments.
Note: If you invoice customers, you must record their payments, and those payments must
be included in detailed bank deposits. If you fail to carry out this sequence, in any way, the
aged debtors report will not be accurate, and you may have recorded payments twice. The
result will be that your income will appear much higher than it should be. In other words you
must avoid recording payments as straight deposits when you have already also recorded the
payment on this form. Enter the payment on this form, then link it to the deposit using a
detailed deposit.
Start this form from the Bank Transactions form by clicking the Customer Receipts button,
which is activated when the Has Details box is checked. The transaction must be a deposit.
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· In this form you may add, edit, or delete payments.
· Add an existing payment to a bank deposit by clicking the deposit button.
· Once deposited the entry is cleared from the form.

For information about how to use this form go to Customer Payments Maintenance.
A running total of the amount selected for deposit displays at the bottom right of the form.
If a customer has jobs set up in Project Management, and non-deposited payments have
been recorded, they display here.
Any payments entered here must be for an existing customer and related invoices. To enter
"miscellaneous" payments use the miscellaneous cash transactions form, also available
from the bank transaction form.
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This form can also be used to enter new payments. To do so click Add. The form will appear
as follows:

General (non-bank) Cash Transactions
Use this form when you are dealing with cash. For example if a customer makes a cash
payment, without an invoice, and you retain the money to pay for goods and services rather
than banking it.

In that case there should be at least two entries for each payment: the payment itself,
and any expenditure the payment is used for. The payment can be spilt into as many
expenditure items as required. This form is designed for those who deal in a large number of
cash payments, and bank what is not immediately required.
Example 1:
You withdraw $300 from the bank for domestic expenditure (income derived from a partner's
income). You use $50 to fill up the van. Enter $50.00 as income (because you are using it for
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business purposes) and $50.00 as expenditure.
Example 2:
You are paid $250 in cash for carrying out a service. You keep $50 for petrol, and bank $200.
There is a bank deposit of $200, and two entries in the General Cash Transactions - income
of $50, with the same journal code as the deposit, and expense of $50 for the petrol

· The default Type is "Misc". Switch to "Supplier" if relevant. In that case additional fields
become visible. This description is for "Misc" cast transactions only.
· Select the Account.
· Enter the narrative. The default is to use the description of the ledger account.
· Select the date of the transaction.
· Enter the amount. If the company is registered, and the ledger account has GST enabled,
Tax will be calculated.
You can also use this form when dealing with credit card payments. All credit card payments
are, initially, treated as cash. And entered on the date they are made. That deals with GST.
Then, once the payment for the credit card is to be made, add all those items to the payment
to make up the total of the bank withdrawal.

Supplier Operations Form
Use this form when working on suppliers. It provides access to all supplier -related
transactions such as invoices, payments, credit/debit notes and refunds and provides a
summary of the supplier situation. It displays how much has been paid, and how much is
owing. The graphs display the TOTALS for ALL supplier charges and payments. Not the
totals for the selected supplier.
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Suppliers are attached to the company. You can import suppliers from another company.
Supplier records are not shared between companies.
A single supplier charge can be produced for multiple supplier invoices. Invoice charges may
be split between ledger accounts. If you are operating multiple departments the main supplier
charge bank account must be shared between them.
To maintain suppliers, click the Suppliers button. To display another supplier click the arrows
at the bottom to scroll through one at a time, or enter the supplier's code in the search box,
and click on the Eyeglass button

Supplier Maintenance
It is not necessary to create any suppliers (creditors) if your G.S.T. set up uses the Payments
basis. If the set up is the Invoice basis use Suppliers as supplier invoices are required to
calculate G.S.T.
If operating on the Payments basis using suppliers keeps track of commitments for budgeting
purposes.
Supplier charges can be made up by adding the relevant supplier's charges (line by line) to
the supplier charge details.
If you want to record a large number of "one-off" charges it is a good idea to create a
"Miscellaneous" supplier. Do not create a supplier code of "MISC" as it is a code used by the
system to define one-off supplier charges with no link to a supplier. Charge payments not
linked to a supplier are automatically defined as "MISC" and appear as such on the Supplier
Charges report.
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· Compulsory fields are: Supplier code, company name, and "Registered for G.S.T."
· The Registered for G.S.T. setting over rides all other G.S.T. settings. If the supplier is not
registered G.S.T. is not included in payments made to them.
To view more than one supplier at a time click the "List Suppliers" button.

Supplier invoices
Using supplier charges is optional unless you have G.S.T. set up on the invoice basis.
Timely entering of charges allows tighter control over commitments. Run the Supplier
Charges report to find out if there are sufficient funds for the coming period. The total charges
amount can be viewed in Company Control form
You can create supplier invoices from stock orders.
created.

In that case a single line entry is

Make sure the required ledger accounts have been set up.
A single invoice can be for multiple ledger accounts. G.S.T. paid is calculated.
Before entering anything, make sure the correct supplier displays in the top panel.
When entering a supplier invoice decide whether the goods are for one ledger account. If
they are, and you don't wish to track how much of each item was supplied, enter one line only.
Otherwise enter as any lines as there are different ledger accounts, or items to track.
Supplier invoices can be created from stock orders. If maintaining inventory create a stock
order and create the supplier invoice from the order once it has been completed.
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To create a new invoice click Add in the top panel, other wise click Edit. The form will then
appear something like the following:

· Enter the supplier's invoice Ref - this field is compulsory. If the supplier does not provide
an invoice number use another unique number, or the date, for example 12/01/2005 could
be 12012005. If there is more than one in a day use something like 12012005-1, -2, -3, etc.
· Enter a description of the invoice - this is not compulsory. However entering a description
makes it easier to identify invoices when selecting them for payment.
· Enter the charge date (from the invoice) or enter today's date. If you are adding and
invoice today's date is the default.
· Enter the due date. By default this is set at 20 days from the date of entry. This date is
used to age your debt.
· Click "Save" when you are sure the new data is correct. If you are adding a new invoice,
the details part of the form displays.
· If you click Cancel when adding the data is cleared, and an existing invoice displayed. If
you are editing any changes are lost and the original invoice displays.
Maintaining Charge details
To create a new invoice line, click New line. Otherwise click Edit line. Each Invoice must
have at least one detail line.
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· Click New. Line No is created automatically and cannot be edited.
· Enter, or select, the ledger account. This field is compulsory.

When selected the
department the code belongs to displays immediately underneath. It is used to allocate the
payment when made in Supplier payments.
· Enter the narrative. The narrative defaults to the description of the ledger account.
· Optionally enter the number of units supplied.
· Enter the Amount of the transaction/line. The G.S.T. Amount field updates automatically
as figures are entered into either field. Enter the amount as G.S.T. inclusive.
· If the supplier invoice has the G.S.T. amount as one total at the bottom of the invoice, and
doesn't include GST for each item, check Add G.S.T. G.S.T. to pay is then calculated and
added to the line amount. Warning - the "Add G.S.T." box is to help with calculating G.S.T.
only. The amounts are saved, and subsequently displayed, with G.S.T. added.
· The G.S.T. Amount field may be changed if the calculated G.S.T. differs from the amount
on the supplier invoice.
Once the supplier invoice has been entered you may pay all, or some, of the invoice in
supplier charges/payments.
In the supplier payments form enter the supplier in the top panel. You may now use the [...]
button to the right of Invoice No to access the supplier's unpaid invoices.
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This form displays supplier invoices not fully paid.

Supplier Refunds
Supplier refunds enable you to enter refunds connected to an invoice that has been paid. You
can enter them into the Customer Payments form. The rest of this description relates to
using the supplier refund form.
To be able to enter supplier refunds you must have a ledger account for them. If registered
for GST, and using the invoices accounting basis, that account must have GST enabled.
Make sure the correct supplier displays in the top panel of the Supplier operations form.
You can change the supplier by clicking the navigation arrows. Or select from the supplier list
by clicking the button to the right of the supplier code field in the search panel. When adding
or editing an entry you cannot change suppliers.
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· If creating a new refund entry - click New. The fields are cleared.
· Enter, or select, the supplier invoice the refund relates to. If the refund relates to more than
one invoice make one entry for each invoice. This enables you to accurately track what is
owed.
· Enter, or select, the correct ledger account. It is a good idea to set up a supplier refund
account.
· Enter the refund amount. G.S.T. is calculated automatically if the supplier is registered for
G.S.T.
· Enter the date of the refund.
· Select the pay method.
· Enter a description of the refund - probably including the reason for it.
Refunds can also be imported from your bank account by using the bank import facility.
When you click Save the form appears as follows:
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Add refunds to detailed bank deposits in the same manner as customer payments.

Supplier Credit and Debit notes
If using the Invoice accounting basis use debit and credit notes to adjust debtor's and
creditor's invoices. If not writing them off entirely. In which case use write-offs. Refunds are
cash payments from your supplier. Debit and credit notes are not. But are, instead, a debt
the supplier is accepting in regard to future purchases. Or a debt you are accepting in relation
to a future purchase.
Credit notes must be linked to an invoice.
If you receive a credit note covering multiple invoices split it based on the invoices it relates
to. For example if one invoice is for $1000, and another is for $2000, and the credit note is for
$1500, ($1000 for the first and $500 for the second invoice) enter it as two credit notes linked
to the correct invoice. If credit is attached to the $2000 invoice your records will show the
$1000 invoice is still a debt as no payment is to be entered for it.
The same applies for debit notes.
Credit and debit notes result in an adjustment to G.S.T. in the period they are received, not
the date of the invoice they relate to. Unless they are received in the same period as the
invoice. When you enter the note the G.S.T. adjustment is calculated and displayed.
Adding and Editing Credit and Debit Notes
There are two credit/debit forms.
1. Allows the entry of multiple credit/debit notes for all invoices of a selected supplier. This
starts from the Supplier's Operations form by clicking the Credit/Debits button. It displays
all invoices of the supplier displayed on that form. To switch suppliers return to the supplier
control form and select the relevant supplier.
The form cannot be opened if the supplier has no invoices.
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· Select the relevant invoice in the top panel.
· Click Add.
· The Credit/Debit button defaults to Credit. Select Debit if relevant.
· Enter the date, amount and a narrative for the note.
· The date is used to set which G.S.T. imputation period the note applies to. Make sure it is
for a period that has not been run if you are using the Invoice accounting basis. Otherwise
the note is purely for accounting purposes.
2. Allows the entry of a credit/debit note relating to the invoice displayed in the Supplier
Charges form.

This form is in add mode when it is activated.
To view all credit/debits notes for a supplier click the View Credits/Debits button on the
supplier's control or the supplier charges form.
When you click Add the Credit and Debit radio buttons have the Credit button selected. Click
on the Debit button if the supplier has issued a debit note.
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Customers/Contacts
You can use two forms when dealing with customers.
1. If you wish to modify, and track, non-financial, contact details select Customer Operations
from the company control form.
2. If you wish to carry out financial operations, as well as maintaining customer details, select
Customer Invoices. Customer invoices allows you to access Customer Operations that
provides a complete overview of customer finances and all invoice-related tasks.
Selecting Customer Operations results in the following form activating:

Maintain customer (debtors) records if using either the invoice or hybrid accounting basis for
G.S.T. When using the Payments accounting basis the use of debtors is optional. If you are
using Professionals Workshop Management invoice details are generated when billing is run.
Once a customer has been created the following operations can be carried out:
1. Invoicing customers
2. Dealing with refunds.
3. Customer Quotes
4. Recording credits and debits.
5. Recording, and tracking, payments.
6. Invoice write-offs.
7. Customer maintenance
8. Contacts - multiple contacts can be created for each customer
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Using the customer functions enables you to track money that is owed to you. You can run a
debtors ageing report, bill customers, issue statements, create credit and debit notes and
write off unpaid debts.
Maintain customers, and their contacts, in the Customer Maintenance form. You can create,
and change, existing customers on the Customer operations form by clicking the Change
button.
The customer maintenance form is as follows:
When an invoice is created a new Debtors record is created. If you no payments have been
made for an invoice it can be deleted. All transactions relating to an invoice can be entered
from the operations centre.
If you are running Workshop Management, and creating job entries in the time sheet, plant or
materials ledgers, and you wish to check for non-billed charges run the work in progress
report, and bill from Workshop Management, not Business.
Complete customer billing within the other systems. Business does not update
charges in the time, plant and materials ledgers.
Invoices can be printed as often as necessary. Invoice notes can be added as one-off entries
(for example as a reminder notice) or optionally standard notes may be added (for example to
include conditions of sale). Once an invoice is billed its total value cannot be changed unless
write offs, credits or debits are recorded against it.
G.S.T. is included, and displayed, on the invoice based on the G.S.T. set up in the company
record.
To maintain customer transactions:
1. Select the customer to maintain transactions for.
2. To edit transactions click the relevant button at the left of the form. In the case of Write offs
and stock orders, double click the relevant grid. If no write offs exist the write offs
maintenance form does not activate.
3. For details about completing each transaction type see the relevant help .
You can use the transactions form to review the customer's to-date debt summary. The panel
at the left centre displays the current situation (but not non-billed invoices).
Deleting customers:
Customers cannot be deleted if there are deposited invoice payments. When a customer is
deleted all information about that customer is removed from the database. So be careful.
Prior to deleting a customer it is a good idea to print off their invoices, payments, credit/debits
and write-off history. To produce a summary print a customer balances report for dates that
cover their period of activity.
If Workshop Management is installed the Time sheet, Plant and Materials ledgers are
checked for non-billed entries. If any are found the deletion process aborts.
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Adding/Editing customers

Click "Add" to create a new customer. Or double-click the selected customer to edit their
record.
The customers form appears as follows when adding a new customer:

All fields are blank.

· Customer code is not visible as automatic customer codes has been enabled in Company
Control. "Last or company name" is compulsory.

· If Customer Code is visible a unique code is required.
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· Last or customer Name: Enter an individual's name, or that of a full company. For
example, if the company is called The Mighty Moving Company Ltd, enter "The Mighty" into
first name,"Moving" (maximum of 6 characters) into Middle, and "Company Ltd" into last or
company name. On reports and stationary it will print as "The Mighty Moving Company
Ltd".
· Enter the customer's physical address. If this is also their postal address click the Copy
button to copy the physical address into the postal address fields
· If the postal address differs from the physical address enter that.
· Enter their phone no., and an alternate phone number if they have one.
· Enter the mobile number. All three appear on the contacts list
· Enter their email address. This is used if you intend to send them quotes, invoices and
statements
· If Workshop Management is installed "Last job no." is visible. You can leave it as '0'.
· The box "Print statements" is checked by default. If you no longer wish the customer's
statements to print when running the "Print all customers statement" process then uncheck
this box.
· "Open" is check by default. If you uncheck it the customer can no longer have invoices,
quotes, etc created.
· You can enter comments into the Notes field. Up to 250 characters.
· When you click "Save" the customer credit/loyalty form opens.

· The default status for all customer is "Cash" and 10% discount. If you don't wish to apply
those then check "Invoice" and zero the discount field.
· Enter a credit limit. If this value is zero no invoices can be created for the customer.
· If Retail Business is installed the check box "Loyalty card" is visible. Check that if you have
set up a loyalty card arrangement and the customer is signed up.
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· Select the loyalty card type from the list to the right.
· Enter the loyalty number.
· Enter the loyalty card number - this is scanned to confirm the customer's loyalty card in the
POS.
· Select the dates the loyalty card is to be active between
The current status of the customer's loyalty card displays at the bottom of the form.
Once you have created the customer record you can create contacts for that customer. The
customer may be a corporate customer, or individual. Contacts are people who you deal with
and may need to create reminder notices and include their names on quotes, invoices,
statements and delivery dockets to ensure the right people get them. Or that the invoice is for
the person your customer has requested it for.

Customer contacts
Customers may have as many contacts as you wish. By using contacts you may produce
reminder notices and include the contact on invoices.
Customers may be corporate entities like companies. As a result it is a good idea to have a
record of the individuals who you deal with regularly. Contacts allows you to keep those
records.
To access contact details directly activate the Customer Operations form from Company
Control. Contacts can also be maintained when using the Customer maintenance form and
from the customer selection list.
To create a new contact first create a customer record. Once the customer record has been
created you may create as many contacts as you wish. Contacts can be included on invoices
(one per invoice) and you may create reminder notices of activity to carry out.
1. Reminders - these can be printed on the date the reminder relates to. Once that date is
passed you need to modify the date to get a reminder to print again. To use reminders go to
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the Contacts Management form and print/preview the reminders report.
2. Contact addresses - these are both the customer and all their contacts. Providing you
have included a separate address for the contact(s).
3. Phone list - this lists the numbers for the customer and contacts.
To maintain contacts click the Add or double-click the selected contact.

You may delete contacts. If a contact has been included as part of an invoice you will be
warned that it is in use. If you still delete it the link is cleared when you next open the invoice.

· Enter a contact code. This must be unique. Once created the code cannot be changed.
· Enter the contact's first and last names.
· Everything else is optional.
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If you wish to enter a reminder set the reminder date to the day it is due. Enter details about
the reminder in the Notes field. To use reminders it is a good idea to get into the habit of
starting the reminder list when you first logon. To do so click Actions on the Company
Operations form and then Contact's actions. The list displays any reminders due up to the
current day. To remove a reminder from the list go to the relevant contact and either clear the
notes or change the date to be in the future. Click Contact on the list.

You can email reminders from this list - click "Email". Make sure you have an email client
installed. You can also be using Gmail or Windows Messenger.

Customer operations
Many customer operations can be carried from the Customer's Operations Center. This form
displays the current status of the selected customer. What they have been billed, how much
they have paid and any write-offs or credit and debit notes.

You can access customer operations from the main invoice form, or from Company Control.
In customer operations you can

· Maintain customer records
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· Maintain invoices
· Enter and edit customer payments
· Enter payment for selected invoices
· Create and maintain quotes/estimates
· Produce customer orders
· Write off invoices as bad debts
· Print mailing labels for the selected customer
· Create and alter invoice notes
· Import customer records from Excel CSV files
· Export customer records to Excel CSV files.
Invoices may be created, and items added, as a job is carried out.
You can print and view the invoice once payment has been made but not change the amount
billed. The descriptions can be changed. Once the invoice has been paid change the amount
due by entering a refund.
If Workshop Management is active Back Office customer operations can be accessed from
the Maintain Invoices form. Workshop Operations provides a view of the summary situation
for ALL customers and the jobs for selected customers. You can access:
Customer Maintenance
Job Control
Maintain jobs
Job card quotes and estimates
Ledgers (time, plant and materials) job card entry.
Bill customer from ledgers
Maintain invoices
Maintain customer receipts
Customer items maintenance
Staff time sheets
Job write-offs
Job reports

Ledger entry allows you to accumulate charges to a job and/or item so that you have a full
record of all actions carried out for a customer. If you don't need that level of detail then use
Invoice maintenance to record charges. Such invoices can also be linked to jobs.
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Invoices - overview
How G.S.T. is calculated, and displayed, on the final completed invoice is set in Company
control on the G.S.T. panel.
Invoices consist of two sections:
1. The header - this links the invoice to the customer and a contact, order number (if any),
sets the date payment is due and includes a description of the invoice. Although the
description is not compulsory its entry is recommended to assist in identifying invoices from
selection lists.

The total value of the invoice is updated as each line is saved, changed, or deleted.
2. Invoice details - each invoice can have multiple lines.

The details are fairly free form. You may see the alternatives as follows:
1. Simple - a description and a charge amount. This can be a minus amount if the
line is for a special (non-percentage) discount for example.
2. Discounts - decrease the normal price by a set percent. The normal price, and
discount, are printed on the invoice. Discounts can apply to 3. and 4. as well.
3. Unit rates (non-stock) - this line allows the entry of unit rates, and units of measure
(Hr, Km, Mtr, Liters, etc). The price is calculated as units, or rates, are changed.
4. Unit rates (stock) - this line uses the inventory to set the price and units. You need
to have entries in the inventory to use this option. You can create inventory items "on the fly"
by clicking the button to the right of the Item code and the New button on the selection form.
The invoice form appears as follows once an invoice has been completed.
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Three types of invoices can be printed from the invoice form 1. Standard invoice: You can include notes on this invoice to cover things like warranties,
return to base policies, etc.
2. Service invoice: This includes a payment slip.
customers.

Use this when mailing invoices to

3. Job invoice: Use this invoice when the invoice was generated in Workshop Management.
You can use this to produce a standard invoice (minus the notes) but each line has less detail
if you have used the discount, unit rates or stock options to complete any lines.
The contents of the printed invoice may be controlled by checking any of the boxes in the
Print Control panel.

To print the customer's contact number on the invoice check the "Include contact number".
The contact number prints under the address. This is useful if the intention is to hand deliver
the goods and you wish to make sure the customer is present. This applies to the normal
invoice.
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If you wish to include details text you entered using the "Text" button check the box "Include
text". The default is not to include it.
If you don't apply discounts, and don't want to print that column on the invoice, check the box
"Exclude discount column".
If you have preprinted letterhead on your stationery check the "Use preprinted letterhead"
box. This applies to the normal and service invoices and the statement. The normal header
detail does not print. This means the letterhead must include your address.
If you have created a set of standard notes to include on invoices check the "Include notes"
box. The notes print below the invoice totals and apply to the standard invoice only. If you
have set up invoice notes this box is checked by default. So you need to uncheck it to
prevent those notes being included.
To show the total excluding tax check the box "Show total excluding tax". This setting is for
foreign invoices where you don't pay tax.
To use the contact's delivery address check the box "Contact as primary address". Make
sure you have attached the required contact to the invoice - in the header.
To remove the item code column check the box "Exclude stock codes".
To email an invoice, or statement, click the Email. If the customer's record includes their
email address it appears on the email form.
Temporary delivery addresses
You may arrange for a temporary delivery address. This address can be entered by checking
the Insert manual delivery address box. Then click whichever button you require to print the
invoice. Once you accept the address it is retained and can be reused by checking the box
again. When the box is checked the following form activates when you click the Invoice
button.

Click Accept to include the temporary address on the invoice, statement or delivery docket.
To reprint the invoice using the same address check the Insert manual delivery address box
again. The form will open with the previous address already visible. Click Accept to print the
invoice using that address. If you change it the changes then become the temporary address.
To create invoices complete a two-step process:
1. Create the invoice header.
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This consists of the due date (used to calculate debtors ageing), optional order number,
entry date, invoice number (created automatically), and a description of up to 200
characters (optional). Including a description makes it easier to select the correct invoice
when recording payments.

·
·
·
·

If the customer has provided an order number enter it into Order no..
The Entered Date defaults to today's date.
The Payment due date defaults to the 20th of the next month.
Include a customer contact (Who for) if you wish to. If a contact has not been created for
the customer click New on the Contact selection list.
· Enter a description of the invoice. This helps identify the invoice on selection lists and
prints on the invoice.
· Click Save. You can now create the details.
2. Create the invoice details.
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· Click Add in Maintain details to create a new line. A new form is opened with the fields
blank.

· If the line is for a stock item enter, or select, the stock item in Stock code.
· Enter the description of the item on the line - this is not necessary if the line is for a stock
item. In that case the stock description is used.

· Enter the Unit price. This can be zero. So long as you manually enter a Charge amount.
· If you are applying a discount enter that into the Discount field. It will be applied when you
·
·
·

enter either change the unit price, the number of units, or the charge amount.
Optionally enter the Units. This is unit of measure - km, hrs, ea. kg, etc
Enter the No. of units. If the Unit price is zero you will be warned that a unit price is
required. You can ignore it.
If there is no unit price then enter a Charge. If GST is activated it is calculated
automatically.

Once the invoice is complete, you can print a preview copy.
· Invoices created here do not have to link to customer jobs. However invoices created in
Workshop Management can have. Credit and debit notes for such invoices can be created
in Business. Although neither can see those notes. If debit and credit notes are created
here run the debtors aging report from Business, not Workshop Management
Remittance advices
To print invoices that include a remittance advice click the Service button. These invoices are
to be used when you are invoicing a customer to obtain payment and wish to make things a
bit simpler for them to send, and you to record, the payment when they pay.
If you wish them to pay by direct debit include the required instructions as part of the notes if
you intend to use those regularly. Alternatively you can include that detail in the Comments
field.
G.S.T. - Inclusive and Exclusive:
The final invoice totals (amount to bill and G.S.T.) are printed based on whether your G.S.T. is
inclusive or exclusive.

· Inclusive - the G.S.T. component is included in the charges you are billing the customer
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for. To use the inclusive method you must ensure all charges already include G.S.T. In that
case the invoice will display at the bottom "This invoice includes G.S.T. of ....".
· Exclusive - the G.S.T. component is added to the invoice amount. So the total you are
billing the customer is Charge + G.S.T. In that case the invoice will show a separate
subtotal for G.S.T.
· If you include stock items on invoices those prices must include GST.
Warning - don't change the GST calculation method in company control once you have
started entering invoices. If you do the total GST component of invoices where you have
made entries before and after the change will be wrong. The only way to correct this is to
delete the relevant invoices.
Discounts:
Three types of discounts are possible
1. Using stock - a sale price based on the sale discount set in the relevant stock line. This is
a percentage of the retail price.
2. One-off discounts - enter the discount percent in the discount field. This is a percentage of
the total price
3. Flat amounts. Enter the amount as a negative figure in the Charges field.
Invoices may be emailed to customers as follows:
Activate the email form by clicking the Email button. This form has been tested using
Windows XP Pro, Vista, Windows 7 and 10 with the firewall enabled and AVG antivirus and
MicroSoft Security Essentials installed. Professional Systems cannot guarantee it will work
under all conditions. If it does not (the usual error will be a 11004 socket error - meaning a
connection could not be established) use your normal email program to send the invoices.
If an email address has been entered for the customer it will be there when the form opens.
The active invoice shows in the Attachments. It is saved as a pdf file. This file will be
overwritten the next time you email an invoice. If you want to keep a separate record the file
is in the C:\PSL folder as Invoice.pdf. You'll need to rename it and move it to another folder.
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· To email using this form your Internet connection must be active.
· Make sure the password is the one you use to get email, and matches the From
email address.
To pay an invoice click the Pay button. The quick payment form activates.
Details text:
Once a detail line has been created you may include text notes for it. These notes can be
optionally printed when printing the invoice. To enter text click the Text button. The following
form displays:
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To print the text on the invoice check the Include text on invoice box in the Print Controls
group. The text is printed immediately below its associated line. The associated line is the
line that was highlighted when you clicked Text.

If text already exists for a line select that line, click Text, and the text editing form will pop up
again.

Invoice notes
Use invoice notes to include notes on standard invoices. For example conditions of sale.
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The Invoice note form is started from the Invoice form - Notes.
The example shown here uses notes as advice to allow a customer to pay by direct debit.

If multiple notes are to be included on invoices enter notes in the order they are to print.
All notes that have been created are printed on the invoice.
To include notes on an invoice, statement or order check the Include notes box in the Print
Controls group. Once notes have been set up this box is checked by default.

Managing customer invoices
These forms can be activated from the main invoice form. Three forms provide an overview of
your customer's debt status:
1. Invoices by status - Paid, unpaid, all, written off. Select Invoice Operations on the
invoice form.
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To pay the selected invoice (Unpaid must be selected) click the Quick Pay button. This
populates all fields with the relevant information. The first time you use it select the ledger
account the payment is for. After that it defaults to using that account.
If the invoice is partially paid the balance owing shows in the Amount field.
You can pay an unpaid invoice from the main invoicing form by clicking the Pay button.

To print a statement for a selected customer click the Statement button. This activates a
statement print form that displays the selected customer.
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· The default is to include payments made by the customer. You can turn it off if you wish. I
can't see why.
· If the customer pays by another method than direct bank credit leave "Include payment slip"
as "Yes".
· If the customer has invoices going back a long time, and most of them are fully paid, it may
be a good idea to exclude invoices that are prior to a certain date. If you check that box the
"payment due to" date becomes "Exclude invoices prior to" and ALL invoice later than that
date will be included.
· "Include notes" has the same effect as in the Invoice form's print controls. Check it if you
want to include them.
· If you use letterhead paper check the box "Leave letterhead clear".

Statements may be emailed. To do so click the Email button. The standard emailing form will
activate. The attachment is "Statement.pdf".
You can select other customers as well. You can optionally include payments made, the
payment slip, and clear the letterhead to leave room for a preprinted letterhead.
2. Outstanding invoices - all invoices that have not been paid. Select Unpaid invoices on the
invoice form.
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You may preview/print a report of outstanding invoices, an aged debtors analysis, or review
the aged debtors analysis and print statements in the Aged Debtors Analysis list below.
3. Aged debtors list. This form is identical to the aged debtors report. When you have a large
number of customers the list may take a while to display (1 minute 30 secs for 1800
customers). So be patient. Activate it by clicking Statements on the Unpaid invoices form.

From this form you may preview/print statements for the selected customer, or all customers
with outstanding debts. To print all statements click Statements. For the selected customer
on the list click Selected.
You have the option of including payments made, and the payments slip, on the statement. In
addition if you are using letterhead paper (cheaper than printing your own coloured
letterhead) you may leave room for it.

Editing Invoices
Invoice amounts can only be edited if the invoice has not been paid.
customer order numbers can be edited at any time.

Descriptions and

Customer Refunds
Customer refunds can be recorded using electronic transfer, cash, or cheque.
Check the Customer refund box on the supplier charges/payments form. Customer code
replaces the supplier's code.

Write-Offs
Write-offs enable bad debts to be cancelled and must match to an existing unpaid invoice.
Write-offs are required if using the invoice or hybrid accounting basis. Because the invoice
will have been recorded as income in the month it was created. If a customer has been
invoiced accidentally, and nothing has been paid, delete the invoice. If you accidentally
allocate a payment to the wrong invoice edit the payment to attach to the correct invoice.
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Then delete the invoice.

· Access Write-offs from Customer operations by clicking the Write-offs button. Write-offs
cannot be created for fully paid invoices.

If Workshop Management is installed use the write-offs maintenance form in Workshop
Operations to write off any employee time, plant and materials charges in the ledgers.
A write-off's purpose is to cancel an invoice for which GST imputation has been carried out.
When using the invoice or hybrid accounting basis. They are also required to obtain a
complete record of bad debts in the balance sheet. To write off multiple invoices enter a write
off for each invoice.
The write-offs form opens in add mode displaying the customer displayed in the operations
form.
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·
·
·
·
·

Select the customer to apply the write off to.
Select the invoice the write off is for.
The amount defaults to the full amount of the invoice.
The date defaults to the current date.
Enter a description (reason) for the write off.
· The total written off the selected invoice displays under the description field.
It is a good idea to include the reason for the write off in the narrative.
To edit an existing write off select the relevant one on the Customer operation form and
double click it.
To delete a write-off highlight the correct write off and click the Delete button. If you are using
the Invoice or hybrid accounting basis, and G.S.T. has been run for the period of the write off,
the write off cannot be deleted.
To maintain all write off/aged debts go to the Balance Sheet (from Company Operations) and
click the "Write off debt" button.

Customer Credits and Debits
Use credit and debit notes to ensure G.S.T. calculations are correct if using the Invoices or
Hybrid accounting basis. They modify debt and ensure the financial record is accurate in
cases where you have made adjustments to customer debts or a supplier has done the same
for you.
Credits and debits may not result in money changing hands. If you enter credit notes for any
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customers it is a good idea to start using statements regularly. In fact it may be a good idea
to send a statement out with the invoice so the customer knows the balance owing. Rather
than paying the amount of the invoice.
Each note must link to an invoice.
Credit or debit notes can be created for supplier invoices. They result in an adjustment to
G.S.T. in the period they are created, not the date of the invoice(s) they relate to.
To create a new credit or debit note, or edit an existing one, select the correct invoice in the
Debtor's Ledger grid on the Customer operations centre and click the Credits/Debits
button.
The Credits/Debits form displays.

The form displays the invoice highlighted in the Billed Invoices list on the Customer Control
Centre.

· If adding a note the compulsory fields are the correct credit/debit button and amount. The
default button is Credit. To enter a debit note check the Debit button.

· The date must be later than the period of the last G.S.T. imputation run if using the Invoice
·

or Hybrid accounting basis.
It is a good idea to include a description of the note - this prints on the various reports and
helps to identify why the note was created. Your customer may require the description to
be included for tax purposes as it prints on the note.

A note results in an adjustment to the G.S.T. on the selected invoice if you are using the
Invoices or Hybrid accounting basis.
To print a credit/debit note click the Print button at the bottom of the form.
If you are using the Payments basis the note adjusts the amount the customer owes and does
not change your adjustments for G.S.T. Credit and debit notes affect the aged debtors
analysis, customer statements and balances/work in progress.
Do not use credits and debits to enter write-offs. Write-offs clear a debt, not increase
or decrease it.
If you have created any credit/debit notes you need to generate a statement so the customer
knows the total they owe you. You also need to do this next time you bill them. So they pay
on the statement. Not the invoice.
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Customer Payments
This form allows the entry of all receipts. Customer payments and Supplier refunds may be
entered.
Each payment must link to an existing invoice/charge. Payments must be added to detailed
deposits in Bank Transactions.
Multiple payments can be entered for any invoice, but a payment must relate to only one
invoice. You can therefore enter partial payments.
If a customer pays for multiple invoices enter a payment for each invoice. When an invoice is
selected how much is owed displays.
If a customer pays more than the invoice you may do one of the following:
· Enter the payment as equal to the actual amount paid and write out a supplier charge
(customer refund) to refund the difference between the payment and the invoice. This is
the equivalent to giving change.
· Alternatively, assuming a direct credit, create a detailed bank transaction with two lines: the
payment as equal to the invoice and the difference as a cash entry. Create a discount line
on your next invoice equal to the amount of the overpayment.
· Or enter a credit amount and, next time you generate an invoice, send them both the
invoice and a statement. With instructions to pay on the statement balance,
Do not enter cash receipts into the receipts form unless an invoice has been generated
as follows:
Create a "customer" called "CASH". This enables you to generate cash invoices when you
need to for G.S.T. purposes. In that case you should enter such receipts in this form.
Enter payments that are not for customer invoices, and that you intend to bank, into Cash
Transactions.
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Adding receipts:
1. Click the Add button. The payment entry form opens.

· If this is a supplier refund check the Supplier Refund button in the Type panel. The default
is Customer Payment.

· Enter the customer's code in the Paid by field. If Project Management is installed, and the
selected customer has jobs set up a "Customer Jobs" panel displays. Make sure the panel
displays the correct job as receipts recorded here must match jobs.
· Select an existing invoice from the selection list (Click on the Magnifying glass at the right
of the Invoice field), or enter the invoice number if you know it. The selection list only
displays invoices for the customer/supplier selected on the payments form.
· If you select an invoice that has been fully paid you will be warned. If you decide to
proceed the debt for that invoice will be a minus amount. This is clearly nonsense.
Change to the correct invoice.
· Select the ledger account for the payment and the description of the invoice (if there is
one). The amount still owing displays on the Amount Due field. The ledger account can
be changed.
· Enter the date of payment. The default is the current date.
· Select the pay method. This is for documentation purposes only.
· Narrative defaults to the description of the invoice preceded by "Payment for". You can
modify this if you wish.
· If you are entering multiple payments click "Save and add". Or click "Save" to save and
exit.
If the payment is for a credit card or direct credit you can record it as banked. To do so click
the Deposit button. The following form activates:
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Select the bank account the payment is to go into. Deposits made this way create detailed
transactions. This enables you to include additional transactions such as credit card fees,
etc.
Once a payment has been banked it can no longer be deleted. If you need to delete it go to
bank transactions and delete the transaction in the bank account.
Editing Receipts:
You may not edit payments that have been deposited.
The customer code field is disabled to prevent the customer being changed.

G.S.T. Imputation
How G.S.T. imputation runs depends on the accounting basis being used.
1. The Payments Basis
G.S.T. is based on cash transactions only. Customer invoices, supplier charges and any
related write offs, credits or debits are ignored.
2. The Invoice Basis
G.S.T. is calculated based on customer invoices and supplier charges. This means you must
keep these current. Income and expense is adjusted based on write offs, credits/debits, or
refunds.
3. The Hybrid Basis
This is a combination of both of the above. Non-cash transactions in income and cash
transactions in expenses. All income totals are obtained from invoices and their associated
documents - write offs, credit/debit notes and payments
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Generating a new Imputation form:

1. When opened the fields contain figures based on the imputation period. Change these
dates if required and click the Recalc button to display the new figures.
If you have special expense adjustments (overpaid G.S.T., G.S.T. prepaid) enter the G.S.T
value into field 13. Once you have done so click the Recalc button. The G.S.T. totals are
recalculated to include that figure.
2. Generate a G.S.T. audit report from this form to validate what is in the relevant fields. The
expenses adjustment fields contain the business component of any split transactions.
3. If you enter your G.S.T. return electronically keep this form open, go to the I.R.D. web site
and use drag'n drop to put the relevant information on the page.
4. If you are satisfied with what is shown, click the Finalise button. Warning - this sets a
"G.S.T. calculated" flag in the relevant transactions and their amounts and dates can
no longer be modified.
5. You may print the G.S.T. return once the accounts have been updated.
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6. If you don't print the G.S.T. imputation form immediately after updating the ledgers click the
Print Return button. The relevant return can be reprinted by entering the correct dates, or
selecting it from the list in the G.S.T. report form.
7. If you make G.S.T. prepayments (or other tax prepayments - not provisional tax) enter the
amount in field 13. Then click ReCalc. The manual entry is added to the value (if any) in Box
13. If you make a mistake set the value to zero, click ReCalc again, enter the correct amount
and click ReCalc.

Reports
Most forms have access to directly relevant reports. For example Transactions and Bank
Statements can be started from the Bank Transactions form.

Each report dialogue uses whichever company is active.
Clicking on any button opens a report dialogue. The dialogue gives you a range of options to
control what is included in the report.

· All reports are based on a date range - from a beginning to an end date. To report on all
transactions to the current date, don't check the Enter From Date box.
· Reports can be based on departments. If there is no department, or only one, there is no
need to use this option. Check the relevant box to display the department field.
· You may select which, if any, codes (bank, journal, customers, suppliers, etc) to report on.
Check the relevant box to display the code field.
· Reports may be printed immediately, or previewed. The preview option allows you to save
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the report in another form such as text, pdf, rich text format (useful if you are using a word
processor), or a range of other formats.
The following is an example of a report dialog.

This dialog includes three reports - transaction audit, transaction income/expense and a cash
transactions only report. To generate the transaction audit report check the Audit Report
box. To generate an income and expense report check the Display Details box.
All reports can be created as detailed (all transactions) and summary - total for each ledger
account.
If the Ledger Code field is blank, even though you have checked the box no report is
generated.

Cash Journal Transactions
This report runs if Audit Report is checked in the Transactions Journal Reports dialogue.
This report is in Ledger account order. If you have been running Business for some years it is
a good idea to restrict the report to a set period by selecting the beginning and end period
dates
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Bank Transaction Audit
This report prints the transactions of the bank account currently displayed in the Bank
Transactions form. To print all journal transactions regardless of the bank account use the
Cash Journal Transaction report.
The form "remembers" the default number of days between dates in the report and bases the
next "From" date on the last "To" date plus one. As you change the "From" date the "To" date
changes based on the number of days you wish the report to cover.
The form is opened as follows:

Notice that the "To" date is 30 days later than the "From" date.
The report generated from this dialogue appears as follows:
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Bank Statements
This dialogue allows you to switch between bank accounts:

The report is as follows:
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Profit and loss report
The profit and loss report summarizes the information for each ledger account. Start the
report dialog by clicking the Profit and Loss button.
If you are running the asset register, creditors and/or debtors, check the Income statement
box. This produces an income statement with a balance that matches that for Current year
earnings in the Balance Sheet.
The Financial reports dialog is as follows:
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The income statement is as follows:

G.S.T. Reports
1. Transaction audit:
Start this report from the G.S.T. imputation form and before you finalise the process. Click
"Tans audit".
{bmc BAReportsGSTTransAudit.bmp}
2. Imputation form:
You may print this from the imputation form, or from the reports form. If from the report form
select the G.S.T. period required.
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{bmc BAReportsGSTImputation.bmp}
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Supplier charges and payments

There are two types of supplier charge reports.
1. All supplier charges between, or up, a specified date. For all suppliers. The following
example is a detailed report for all suppliers.

2. The other is for single supplier charges. The single supplier charge report is set up so you
can send it with the supplier charge so the supplier knows which of their invoices are being
paid.
Check Receipt for selected supplier as below:
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Once a supplier has been selected their supplier charges, and payments, can be viewed.

Both reports are accessed from the supplier charges/payments form. All show both charges
and payments.
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Customers
There are four customer reports: balances, aged debtors, payments and statements
Customer Balances: Prints transactions relating to customer invoices generated within the
period selected. The report includes all invoices and their associated write offs, payments
and credits and debits. It can be for a selected customer or all customers. If a customer has
no invoices within the date range selected they do not appear on the report.
Aged Debtors: Prints all customer debt within a selected period. Whether it is current, one
month, two months or more overdue.
Customer payments: This report consists of invoices that were generated within the
specified date range, and their associated payments and adjustments (if any).
Customer Statements: Allows you to send out reminder notices that show a customer's
complete debts.

Customer Balances
This report provides a detailed breakdown of all customer transactions. You can obtain a
report by customer or for all customers. Date selection relates to the date of the invoices. A
customer that has been active over more than one year can have their full transaction record
retrieved if you have not cleared previous year's transactions.
If a customer has no invoices within the date range you have selected they do not appear on
the report.

Use this report to find out how promptly the customer pays, and whether a write off or
reminder notice/statement may be required. Aged debtors should be run first. This report
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also includes any credits/debit note you may have entered for the customer.

Customer Statements
Two sets of statements can be printed - all customers and for a selected customer.
1. All customers:
This prints all customers, even if they do not have any transactions. Unless you have
unchecked the box "Print statements" on the customer maintenance form. It starts a new
page for each customer. As a result the report can be quite large. Payment slips can be
included.
Run this report from Outstanding invoices or Aged Debts forms
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· The default is to include all payments that fit the date selected.
·
·
·
·
·

Switch "Include
payments" to "No" if you don't want any to be included.
If you require your customers to pay by electronic payment then select "No" for "Include
payment slip".
If the customer is a long term customer it is probably a good idea to restrict their statement
to the most recent activity. In that case check the box "Payments due since". And enter
the relevant date in the date field.
The "Payment due to" defaults to the current date. If you have generated any invoices
with due dates in the future then change the date to capture those invoices.
If you have letterhead paper then check the box "Leave letterhead clear".
If you have notes, for example instructions for the bank account to pay into to, then check
the box "Include notes"

2. Selected customer statements:
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This statement optionally includes a payment slip. You can send this as a reminder if the
customer has a balance owing. This statement can be run from the invoice form (Statements
button), aged debtors form, outstanding invoices form, or the main reports menu. It includes
all invoices, and associated payments, that are due up to the current date or the date
selected.
If printing a statement from the Invoice form, and the visible invoice's due date is later than
the current date it will not be included on the statement. This means you can complete a new
invoice and send a statement that covers all previous invoices.
If the customer has been disabled for statements you will be prompted for whether you still
want to print the statement..

Customer Payments
This report consists of invoices that were generated within the specified date range, and their
associated payments (if any).
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Selected customers can be reported on. Check the Select Customer box.

This report does not include write offs, or credit and debit notes. The report is focused on
whether the customer is actually paying their accounts. Use it to decide whether there should
be any credits or write offs.

Aged Debtors
This report provides a summary of the debt position of each customer broken into the length
of time they have owed you money from current to 3 or more months. The report carries out
the aging analysis in four groups; current, 1 month old, 2 months old, and 3 months or older.
This report is identical to the aged debtors list that can be activated from the Invoice form.
This report includes all adjustments you have made for credits, debits, write-offs and refunds.
The dialog form is as follows:
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This report can take some time to produce if you have a large number of customers.

Actuals to date
This report provides a summary of transactions by account over a twelve-month period. The
"To" date changes as the "From" month is changed and always stays 12 months from the
From date.
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You can optionally exclude G.S.T. or report for a selected department if more than one has
been set up.

Chart of Accounts
This report provides a complete listing of the ledgers. Run it from the Ledger Account
Codes maintenance form by clicking the "Audit list" button. It displays account codes for
all departments.
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Customer write-offs/bad debts
This report provides a list of all write-offs entered between set dates. You may report on all
customer write-offs, or for selected customers. Often write-offs are entered to clear a bad
debt. If you want to find out how much the customer owes you use the aged debtors report.

Switching accounting Software
The following is the simplest way to switch from another accounting system to Professionals
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Business.
1. Produce a bank statement for each bank account that covers the date of the account's
opening balance in Business. Enter the opening balance for each bank account, including
unpresented supplier charges and deposits. If you are going to do step 2 make sure the
bank statement is correct for the period immediately before the date of the first transactions
entered.
2. Optional. For a full record of the current financial year enter all transactions from your old
system that were entered between the beginning of the financial year and the date you start
up Business. Alternatively run a transaction report on the old system and enter the total
balance for each ledger account as a single transaction. In this case the bank's opening
balance must be that of the bank statement preceding the first transaction date
3. If you are going to use creditors and debtors. For any customer invoices and supplier
charges that are still current (that is not paid yet) enter the invoice details (create the
customer and supplier record(s) first).

Bank transactions entered as the wrong type
This is not the disaster you may think. Unless you have reconciled the incorrect entry. If you
have then enter a "phoney" transaction that is the opposite of the transaction type, and
exactly the same amount. This "cancels out" the incorrect entry - make sure this entry is
described for its purpose. Enter the entry correctly, with the correct date, and then reconcile
it. When you do that the balance, for the current month, will not match the balance in the
bank..
If the entry has not been reconciled - delete it. Do not switch it to a different transaction
type. Once it has been deleted re-enter the transaction.

Importing Bank Transactions
You can import bank transactions from your bank's web pages. All banks have a "transfer",
"download" or "export" facility; usually on their "View transactions/balances" web page, or
when viewing a transaction report.
When you go to the relevant web page select the following import formats:

·
·
·
·
·
·

For ANZ Bank - - CSV
For ASB Bank - CSV.
For BNZ - GIFT - use the file that ends with .TRN
For WestPac - CSV - select date format dd/mm/yyyy
For Taranaki Savings Bank - CSV
For KiwiBank - CSV

Save the bank transaction file to a folder you can find easily. Do not use the temp folder as it
is difficult to find using a normal browser. You can place the file in the C:\PSL folder. It is a
good idea to use the same file name each time - for example ANZImport.csv, so each import
replaces the previous one. Business Account's browser displays files with the TXT, CSV and
TRN extensions.
Once the file has been saved start Business if it is not already running. Select the Bank
Maintenance form, and Import.
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The maximum number of transactions that can be imported at any one time is 150.
Before you start - It is not a good idea to create transactions by both importing and manually
entering transactions unless you follow the same procedure all the time. For example
manually enter all supplier charges and invoice payments and use the import facility to load
cash deposits (EFTPOS, direct credits), withdrawals, fees and interest. In this case remove
all supplier charges/payments from the import list. If deposits are usually for multiple journal
entries there is little point in using the import facility because non-detail bank transactions
cannot have details added later.
If you usually have more that one journal entry for each bank transaction (as is often the case
with supplier charges/payments) it is probably easier to enter all the transactions manually
and reconcile to the bank statement on a regular basis.
If almost all of your bank transactions are not detailed the import facility can save time and
decrease the chances of error.
· When the import form appears make sure the correct bank account displays in the top
panel.
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· Click Get File. This opens a file browsing form. Use this form, or click Browse to open the
Windows browser, to find the file. When you have selected a file make sure the File to
import is field displays the correct file.
· Select the Source Bank from the drop down menu beside the bank account panel. If you
do not do this and click "Add" you are warned that you have not selected a bank. If you
select the wrong bank the fields do not display correctly and you will get an error message.
In that case cancel the current add and get the correct file or switch banks.
· Click "Add" to display the highlighted row in the fields on the form. The fields that should
display something are:
1. Amount.
2 Narrative - this can be changed. If you use a consistent narrative, for example
"Insurance", for the relevant transactions Business can find the previous matching entry and
set the other fields for you.
3. Date.
4. Ref No.
If these fields do not display what is expected a couple of things could have gone wrong:
1. You have selected the wrong bank from the bank list at the top of the form.
2. You have attempted to display a row that is not a transaction. For example ASB
sends across a lot of stuff to help describe the bank account's current situation (it is at the
beginning of the file). Scroll down until you have reached an actual transaction line - it
should be highlighted. The BNZ sends across balances - you need to ignore those lines.
Warning - if you attempt to import transactions with a date that overlap a previous session
you will be warned because it is possible you are importing a transaction that already exists.
Because it is possible you were interrupted during an import session you can proceed with
the import by clicking the Yes button.
· If you are using Customer Invoicing or Supplier Charges click the correct button in the
"reason" panel. Otherwise leave it as miscellaneous. Depending on the button clicked, a
new form displays. Select the invoice or charge the bank transaction relates to. If you get
the wrong one, click "Cancel", and then "Add" again. If you have selected an Invoice or
charge the next step may not be required.
· If the transaction is a supplier payment, which has been allocated to multiple lines and
different ledger accounts, the amount will be allocated to only one ledger account. That is,
if the invoice is for $100, and has one line only, the payment is for $100, the allocation will
be correct. If there are multiple lines (for multiple ledger accounts) enter the payment using
the supplier charges/payments form - delete the line in the import form and make a note to
create that particular payment. If you have not already done so Otherwise leave the
selection as Miscellaneous.
· Select the transaction type, source, and purpose. This is not required if you follow the
practice explained about the narrative above.
· You can change the narrative if you want to. Best idea is to leave as it is because that will
allow you to match your bank statement with the transaction when you are doing the bank
reconciliation. The transaction date and amount fields cannot be changed.
· Once you have finished that, click Accept. The newly imported line will be saved, the line
removed from the grid and the forms fields cleared.
Note: Each time you import a line the software remembers the narrative, source, type and
account code. The next time you import a line with the same narrative the source, type and
account code are entered automatically. Once you have carried out several imports you
should not need to do much more than click the Add and Accept buttons.
Transfers between accounts:
When dealing with transaction that are transfers between accounts import the transactions
from each bank account separately. The import facility does not operate in the same way as
Bank Transactions when it comes to transfers. If a bank account is not being tracked in
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Business, then only record the transaction for the one that is. For example if you are
transferring "drawings" from your supplier charge account to a family savings account, import
the supplier charge account data as a withdrawal.

ANZ Import file
This file can be imported directly, line by line. You don't need to remove anything.
If you have created any supplier charges delete the matching supplier charges from the file.
If a supplier charge is in the download file, and you needed to create it with multiple detail
lines, you may create it here, then switch to supplier charge Entry to complete the entry.
Delete the first line to zero the supplier charge total and add lines.
The ANZ import file has the oldest transactions at the bottom. Start your import there if you
intend to import supplier charges because the supplier charge numbers in the file are used
can match the numbers that Business would other wise generate.

BNZ Import file
This download file includes opening and closing balances.
accepting the transactions you want.

Delete those lines before

When you download from the BNZ you are sent two files. The one you want to import ends
with the .TRN extension. The transactions are in date order, with the earliest at the top.
Professionals Business prevents the acceptance of any line that does not start with "3".
If you have created any supplier charges that are included in this file don't import them.
If a supplier charge is in the download file, and it has multiple detail lines, you may create it
here, then switch to supplier charge Entry to complete the entry. Delete the first line to zero
the supplier charge total and then add lines.

WestPac Import file
Delete or don't accept, the first line. This line describes the file contents.
All other lines can be imported, unless they are for supplier charges that have already been
created..
If you are importing a supplier charge transaction the supplier charge number is brought over
as well.
The narrative is made up of several fields from the transaction file.
If you have already created any supplier charges in supplier charge entry remove those
supplier charges from the file.
If a supplier charge is in the download file, and you need to create it with multiple lines, you
may create it here, then switch to supplier charge Entry to complete the entry. Delete the
first line to zero the supplier charge total and then add lines.
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ASB Import file
The file starts with a lot of summary stuff. Do not accept these lines. You may delete them or
go to the first transaction line.
Also delete, or ignore, the column header line.
If you have created any supplier charges in supplier charge entry remove the matching
supplier charges from the file.
If a supplier charge is in the download file, and you need to create it with multiple lines, you
may create it here, then switch to supplier charge Entry to complete the entry. Delete the first
line to zero the supplier charge total and then add lines.
Because supplier charge details are so limited it is a good idea to replace the bank's narrative
with your own. When you do so, and if you have already used that narrative, the automatic
record matching facility results in the rest of the transaction being defined as for a previous
import with the same narrative. For example if you replace :"1076 supplier charge" with
"Telecom payment" the source, type and journal account matching the most recent supplier
charge for Telecom is used.

Taranaki Savings Bank
Delete or don't accept, the first line. This line describes the file's contents.
All other lines can be imported, unless they are for supplier charges that have already been
created..
If you are importing a supplier charge transaction Business attempts to create the next valid
supplier charge number. It may not be correct because of the order supplier charges are
presented in. In that case enter the supplier charge number shown in the import file.
Business checks to see if the number is in use.
The narrative is made up of several fields from the transaction file.
If you have already created any supplier charges in supplier charge entry remove the
matching supplier charges from the import file.
If a supplier charge is in the download file, and has multiple lines, you may create it here, then
switch to supplier charge Entry to complete the entry. Delete the first line to zero the
supplier charge total and add lines.

Kiwibank Import File
This import file includes one line at the very beginning that you must not attempt to import.
Other wise each line is a transaction.
KiwiBank's supplier charge details are minimal - to make sure you have the correct supplier
charge have your cheque book with you to enable you to import the supplier charges and
match the supplier charge numbers. This is only relevant if you have not paid using bank
transfer.
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Supplier charge/Select
Use this form to search for supplier charges. You may view supplier charges at any time.
Selection is possible when the supplier charge form is in browse mode.
To search for a supplier charge enter its number in the Number field, and click the "Goto"
button. If it exists it is highlighted. Click the Select button (if it is activated - that is, not
greyed).

Utilities
The tools form provides a range of housekeeping operations. Read the detailed help from the
list below to see how to carry out those operations correctly.
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Backing up your data
It is important to regularly backup your data. Things do go wrong. Sometimes they can be
fixed. Other times all you can do is recover the last backup. If that backup was done a long
time ago you have a lot of historic data to re-enter.
Run a full system backup at least once a month. Keep a record of when each backup was
run. System backup should be made to media like flash drives, CDs, or another network
drive or directory.

· If things go wrong recover the last system backup
If you have not run a backup for some time, and changes have been made to customer,
suppliers, accounts definitions, recurring transactions and other control records, you may
need to recreate those changes after the transactions have been recovered.
How do you know if this is the case?
1. For customers - check the customer payments form. If any errors show such as "Cannot
find this customer code" recreate that customer. Make sure you use exactly the same codes.
2. For suppliers - check the supplier charge/payments form. If any supplier codes have
"Miscellaneous supplier" beside them when they should have a supplier's name recreate
those supplier records.
3. If you get "Cannot find this account" in transaction entry forms recreate those ledger
accounts.
4. Check the recurring transactions form in the Bank maintenance group. If any recurring
transactions are missing recreate them.
5. Check the Company and Department setups, and bank accounts.

Backing up Business
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This process completes a complete back up of Business. If backing up to a CD/DVD make
sure it has no data on it and is rewritable (RW). If backing up to a memory stick you can
create folders.
This process should be run at least once a month. You can run it immediately before
switching Business to another PC. In that case make sure you install Business on the PC
first.
Professionals Business does not clear previous year's transactions when you start a new
financial year. The total amount of data can become quite large if not cleared by running the
Clear Previous Year's transactions tool.
The system back up form appears as follows:

Select the relevant drive from the drop down list. If backing up to a folder on an existing drive
double click the correct folder in the list on the right. Make sure the correct media is already in
place before starting this form. USB ports with a memory stick attached and CD/DVDs show
as drives in the list.

Recovering full back up
This tool enables you to restore a full system backup. This may be necessary if you are often
getting error messages about the indexes (and an index rebuild fails). Or you have switched
to another PC, have installed Business correctly (using the install procedure on the
distribution CD) and now wish to recover the entire database.
The system recovery form is as follows:
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Make sure the recovery media is in place before starting the tool. Once the process has
started it cannot be interrupted while recovering from any one disk. If you do interrupt it there
is a good chance that the system will not operate correctly as some records depend on others
to display correctly.
If recovering from a folder double-click the correct folder in the list on the right.

Exporting Transactions
Professionals Business allows you to export your transactions to the following systems:
·
·
·
·

Quick Books
M.Y.O.B. - Business basics
Burge Cash manager - Rural
Accomplish cash manager
· Professionals Business - comma separated format (CSV).
· Excel csv file
If you have accounts that split transactions between business and domestic:
With the exception of Professionals Business domestic components of transactions are not
exported. The assumption is that either the purpose of the export is for tax calculations, or
the software you are exporting to cannot handle such splits.
Use this form to provide your accountant with copies of your transactions for tax purposes if
they do not have Professionals Business. Alternatively they can download the demonstration
copy from www.professionalsystems.co.nz and copy your last full system back up to it.
Find out from your accountant what software they are using.
accounts set up on their system as well.

They need to have your

Before you can export transactions you must first do a little bit of work:
1. Obtain a list of account codes from your accountant.
2. Enter the "Accountant Codes" in the Ledger Accounts form. You must enter both
"direct" and "balancing" codes. Well, if your accountant is using M.Y.O.B you don't.
But you will get a bigger bill because more time will be spent in setting up the import.
3. Enter the matching accountant's code for your Bank Accounts. It will be the one
labelled "Bank".
4. If your accountant is using Accomplish you need to provide them with a list of your
ledger accounts.
If you select MYOB export format enter a supplier charge and bank account code. Obtain
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that information from your accountant.
The Form:

1. Select the export format from the drop down list.
2. Enter the begin and end of period dates. If your accountant wants MYOB format the dates
must match the beginning and end of year dates they are using. The default beginning date
is the nearest 1 April to the current date. This means if you are in May, the beginning date will
be 1 April of the current year. You probably want 1 April of the previous year. Once you enter
that date the end of year date will be 12 months from the beginning date.
3. If you select MYOB or Accomplish formats another panel becomes visible on the right. If
this is the first time you have used the export facility the two fields are blank. If not they hold
the codes you entered last time. Check that those codes match what your accountant now
uses.
Once the export has finished the panel on the right changes to allow copying of the export
file(s) to external media (floppy disk, CD, or memory stick). It is best to place the export files
somewhere it is easy to find them. Professionals Business saves them into the Business
database directory and "knows" they are there so it is easier to copy while using the export
facility. If you intend to do the copying later note the file name(s) - MYOB and Professionals
Business use two files - and then use file explorer later to copy them.
Warning - although Professionals Business handles GST for payments if using the hybrid and
invoicing basis only cash transactions are exported. Make sure all your bills and invoices
have been paid before you create the export file. Only those transactions that are within the
year beginning and end dates are transferred. This will not have any effect on your G.S.T.
You may need to provide your accountant with a report of transactions that were
invoiced/charged within the current year but paid outside it.
Exporting to Accomplish and Professionals Business creates files with certain names. When
you move those files to the export media do not change the names. Both systems need to
find files with those names to carry out the import.

List Forms
List forms enable you to view, and select, key codes and add new records or edit existing
ones. Most list forms provide a means of maintaining the relevant records. If you are looking
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for a ledger account, and cannot find it, click the New button to activate the ledgers form.
There are list forms for:

Departments
Use this form to select between departments set up for the active company. It is activated
when you select a department to allocate to a ledger account.

Ledger Accounts
From this list you can select and maintain ledger accounts. To maintain an account click the
New Acct button at the bottom left. If you create a new account the list updates to display it.
The form is as follows:
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Yo change the order of the code and description fields click the heading of the relevant
column.
This list can be activated from any form that requires the entry of an account code.

Bank Accounts
This lists all existing bank accounts set up for the current company. If the form you opened
this list from is in edit or add mode the select button is visible and enabled.
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Bank Account Transactions
This form lists all existing bank account transactions for the bank account open in the form the
list was activated from - supplier payments and bank transactions maintenance. Click the
magnifying button to the right of the transaction number field.
You can search by transaction number.
The form is as follows:
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Customers
This form can be opened from Supplier charges/Payments (when making a customer
refund), from Customer invoices and payments. You can create new customers from this
list.

You can search by last or company name or by postal address.

Customer Invoices
This lists all existing invoices, whether paid or not. When the list gets very long use the
search tool at the top of the form to search by invoice number or date.
This list is accessed from supplier charges/payments (for customer refunds) and Customer
Invoicing. The customer's invoices listed are those of the customer displaying on the form
the list was activated from.
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When accessed from the Customer's invoice form clicking the Select button displays the
details of that invoice in the form. If accessed from the supplier charges form selecting an
invoice links the supplier charge/payment to the selected invoice - providing you are editing or
adding a record.

Supplier charges
This list opens from the Supplier charges/payments form. If you select a supplier charge it
displays in the supplier charges/Payments form. The selection button is disabled if you are
adding or editing a supplier charge.
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Suppliers
This form allows you to view and select suppliers from the supplier charges\Payments,
Payments (if it is a supplier refund) and Supplier charges forms.
If the supplier does not exist you can create them by double-clicking the Suppliers button.
Once you have finished the display shows the new supplier.
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If there are a large number of suppliers you can find them by typing in part of the code or
company name. As you type the records are searched for the nearest match and the display
updates to show those that fit.

Selecting a file
This form is activated when you need to select a file to operate on. The most likely use is
when selecting a bank transactions file to bring into Business.
The list on the left shows the files within the folder selected on the right. When you select a
file its full position is displayed in the "File to import is" field. If you are sure you have the
correct file click the Confirm button.
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Supplier Charges
Use this form to select supplier charges for payment. It is activated from the Bank Import,
supplier charge/Payment and Supplier Operations (List unpaid charges) forms. It lists all
unpaid charges by selected supplier.
The form is as follows:

If you have a large number of suppliers it is possible to narrow down the search by double
clicking the "View/select" button. That activates the following form:
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The search works on the basis of closest fit. That is, if you are searching for TELECOM,
when you enter 'T' it searches for all suppliers with codes starting with T, when you enter 'TE'
it searches for all codes starting with TE. And so on.

Unpaid Invoices
This list form is activated from the Customer's payment form. It lists the selected
customer's invoices where the amount paid (plus any refunds or credits) is less than the
amount charged (minus any write offs, refunds or credits). To activate it click Unpaid
invoices.
The form is as follows:
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You can list invoices by customer by entering the customer code in the Customer Code field
and clicking the List button. If you want to go back to a full list click the Display All button.

When things go wrong
You get "Index is out of date", "Index is corrupted" messages, or reports are no longer in the
correct order. In that case recover the most recent system backup.

Registering Professionals Business
If you have a demonstration version of Business you are limited to a maximum of 100
transactions. In addition, if you obtained the demonstration system with the data already in it,
you cannot install a clean system without registering.
Every copy of Business has a registration key. It is provided when you purchase In addition
you need the registration number to enable the full system. To obtain the number contact
Professional Systems on (09) 432 8904. If you have not paid no registration number will be
provided.
To register Business on the main form go to System settings -> Manage license
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If you have updated your software with additional modules you need to re-register with the
new registration key you are provided when you are advised of the download..
The modules that have been installed are shown in the "Installed packages" group.

Frequently asked questions FAQ
I want to register for on-going support and updates. How do I do that?
· If you have Adobe Acrobat installed go to the last page of the manual, print it off, then fill it
in and send it to Professional Systems. If you don't have Adobe Acrobat installed contact
Professional Systems (09) 437 7650 and we'll send you a copy of the support agreement.
· If you have just purchased Professionals Business, and have registered, you are
automatically covered for support and updates for one year from the date of registration.
Do supplier charges always need to be for a specific supplier? Briefly, no, see supplier
charges/Payments
Can Business deal with purely cash transactions (that is those that don't go into the bank)?
Yes. See Cash Transactions
What are those funny buttons on the right of a lot of the fields? They activate search/select
lists.
Can Business deal with automatic payments (to suppliers and from customers)? Yes, easily
see Recurring Transactions.
The software takes a long time to start up. What could be causing that?
· If you are running Business over a network it is possible there are road blocks if the
network is a 10 megabit one. If it is 100 megabits, or more, things should start quicker.
Business has been designed to run quite quickly over a network once the active form has
loaded. But the result is that the actual load could take a little time on slower networks or
where there is a lot of network traffic..
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My accountant wants to know what supplier invoices have been charged in the previous
financial year, but not paid until the current year. How do I deal with that?

· Enter supplier invoices into Supplier Charges as they come in. Then pay them using
Supplier charges/Payments. You need to have the required suppliers set up in Supplier
Maintenance. To provide the accountant with the information they require you need to
print off a report of all unpaid supplier charges that exist on the last day of the previous
financial year. You can print a detail or summary report, depending on what level of detail
your accountant wants.

End of year processing
Strictly speaking Business has no end of year processing to carry out. However your
accountant may wish you to send them data that enables them to know what you were billed
for, but did not pay until the following year.
In that case, after the end of the financial year, do not enter any data into Business unless it is
a payment for such an invoice. Once you have done that back up the full system and ship
that to your accountant. (This assumes your accountant has a copy of Business).
If you are using the asset register then run the depreciation schedule. Before you do so make
sure all assets purchased using the Capital Expenditure account have been loaded and that
you have allocated the depreciation rate and method to them.
Once you have carried out the above proceed to enter data into Business as usual.

Supplier credit notes
1. If the credit note relates to an invoice you have not yet paid:
· Make sure the invoice has been created in Supplier Charges. If it hasn't then enter it.

· In Supplier charges click the Credits/debits button
· Enter the credit amount for the correct invoice.
· When you enter the payment for the invoice the amount to pay will be the total amount
minus the credit note.
2. If you have already paid the invoice. This is called an "out of cycle" note.
· Wait for the next supplier invoice, it should include the credit note's amount.
Then follow the instructions for 1. above.

Paying part of a credit card bill
1. Create a new detail bank transaction.
2. Click the Misc button to create details.
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3. Create the miscellaneous cash transactions that show on the bill - even if you don't
intend to pay them all. If you intend to pay any interest show that as a separate journal entry
(using a journal account that is not subject to G.S.T.).
4. Decide how much of the bill you are going to pay. Select each journal transaction until you
have reached the intended total (you may not equal it).
5. Exit from the journal entry form.
6. The journal entries you did not select can be paid later. If you are paying an entry that is
left over from a previous credit card bill then enter that as a single journal entry if it is only for
one thing, or as many transactions as have still not been part - in whole or part.
7. For the sake of simplicity it is best to pay the total amount for lines on the credit card. This
makes it simpler to track G.S.T. and your total debt. If you don't then split the line into two
journal entries - the amount you are paying, and the amount unpaid.

Asset Register
If you intend to use the assets register you need to know certain information.
· Obtain, and keep up to date, a copy of the IRD's depreciation schedule.
· Understand what type of depreciation applies to what type of asset.
· What the depreciation rate should be for each asset in the register.
The Business asset register is designed to be relatively easy to use. However you do need to
be somewhat more knowledgeable about accounting practice to run it properly. If in doubt,
don't use it as improper use can result in your income statement, trial balance and balance
sheet, being inaccurate and misleading.
1.

Import assets from the journal transaction/bank transaction used to pay for them in
the current year. To do this set up asset control to link to the capital expenses ledger
account. Import transactions just before, or after, the end of the financial year. Make
sure the capital expense account has tax disabled. Capital expenses must not be
taxable items if depreciation is claimed.

2.

Enter assets purchased in previous years and calculate the amount of depreciation to
be claimed. This does not calculate depreciation for the current year. It sets the
asset's current value as correct for the current year and therefore ensures that
depreciation will be calculated correctly at the end of the year.

3.

Dispose of assets. Business does not calculate profit or loss on disposal of assets
for tax purposes because of the complexity involved. However it is useful, and will
save time and money, if your accountant can identify which assets were disposed of
in the current year. You need to create an asset sales account and enter the ledger
code in the Income - sale of assets field of the asset configuration form. This
makes sure the value of asset sales appears with the asset information on the trial
balance and balance sheet.

4.

Calculate depreciation on assets. Run this process once a year when you want to
send your books to your accountant. Or your accountant can run it for you if they
have Professionals Business. If they don't contact us and we will send them a
demonstration copy - this may be loaded with your data but no editing is possible.
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5.

Optionally include depreciation and profit/loss on asset disposal in the profit and loss
statement. If you run the trial balance assets are included.

6.

Print an asset schedule for a selected or all assets by year or for all years.

Access asset management from the Balance sheet journal form.

Configuring Depreciation
Create ledger accounts for capital expenses and asset disposal income. This allows
automated creation of assets from your transactions and the calculation of profit/loss on
disposal of an asset.
The capital expenditure ledger account must be included in the depreciation control form.

· When you click New a description of the configuration is created for you. You can change
this if you wish.
· If you enter codes into the Journal Capital codes section be aware you will need to run
journal adjustments at the end of the year. If you are not sufficiently confident about your
accounting skills, don't enter anything here. Codes entered here control where they appear
on the revenue statement, trial balance and balance sheet. And, therefore, how the
balance sheets are calculated.
· Enter, or select, the capital expense account from the ledger. You should only have one
account for this. Don't create an account for each major capital item you purchase.
· Enter, or select, the sale of asset income account from the ledger. The sale of asset
account, although an income account, is not subject to tax or G.S.T. This account is used
to link to the transaction that records the sale of assets in the assets register when the item
is recorded as disposed of.
· Define the days and months at the beginning and end of the financial year. These control
whether depreciation for an asset is for an entire year or a fraction of the year. For
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example, assets are not depreciated for the entire year in the year they were purchased
unless they are purchased in the first month of the year.
· Select the current financial year. Note this assumes your financial year crosses calendar
years. Depreciation for assets purchased in previous year's is calculated once you save
the new asset's entry and is up to, but not including, the current financial year.
Once the first depreciation schedule has been run the financial year definition cannot be
changed manually. The current year is rolled over when the depreciation schedule is run for
that year. Run the schedule once during a financial year - at the end of it.
When the depreciation schedule is run the current financial year goes to the next year.
Strictly speaking this the only end of year process that must be carried out. But only if you're
using the assets register.

Creating new assets
Assets may be created in two ways:

· If the asset was purchased during the current financial year (as displayed in the assets

·

control form). Load it from the transaction that records the payment by clicking the Load
existing assets button on the Asset Register Control form. The ledger account the
transaction is for must be the same as the capital expense account in the control form.
You can load such assets at any time during the year.
If the asset was purchased in a previous financial year. Create a new asset using the
asset maintenance form. Make sure you have the supplier charge/transaction number,
purchase date and purchase price (exclusive of G.S.T.). When saved depreciation is
calculated and the asset's current value is purchase price minus total depreciation to date

·
·
·
·

Enter a description of the asset.
Enter the date it was purchased.
Enter the purchase price - minus tax.
Enter the transaction number - from either cash transactions or the bank transaction. This
must match.
· Enter the depreciation rate
· Select the depreciation method.
When you save the asset record its current residual value is calculated as a result of
depreciation being run for the balance of the year since it was purchased.
If the item is newly purchased then on the asset maintenance form:
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·
·
·
·

The transaction description is used as the asset description.
Enter the depreciation rate for the item.
Select the depreciation method for the item
If this is an inventory item (and you intend to right off depreciation on such inventory) define
a link to the inventory record.
· Enter the current value if it is a new item. You cannot change this once the first
depreciation run has completed.
If you are unsure of the depreciation rate and method to use check with your accountant or
obtain the IRD depreciation document from the IRD website.

Running depreciation
Run depreciation after the end of the financial year. Start the run from the asset control form
by clicking the run schedule button. Once run asset valuation and depreciation are included
in the profit and loss and trial balance and balance sheet reports.
When the depreciation schedule has been run the year is "rolled over" into the next year.
Depreciation is calculated on asset items purchased in previous years when the items are
created. This ensures the current asset value is correct. The correct asset value is required
to calculate profit/loss on sale of assets and asset equity in the balance sheet.
When the item has had schedules run for its economic life time the Assets Maintenance form
will look something like the following:
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Disposing of assets
When an asset is sold allowance must be made for whether a profit or loss was made on the
sale.
To record the sale of an asset use the "Asset sales" account. That means disposal of the
asset can be completed in Asset Maintenance.

Calculating profit or loss on sale is a complex procedure and you need to get your accountant
to do it. However you can provide the information to help make it easier. To do this, record the
sales transaction in the cash journal against the sale of asset ledger account and also
against the asset in asset maintenance.
Once an asset has been recorded as being disposed of it is no longer included in the assets
depreciation run. However it will appear on the trial balance and balance sheet for the year it
was disposed of.
If the sale is a cash transaction enter it into the miscellaneous transactions form. Then bank
the payment using a detailed bank transaction.
To dispose of the asset edit the asset and check the Item disposed of box. A list of asset
sales (those for the Asset Sales income account included in the Asset Configuration form)
appears.
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Select the relevant sales transaction.
When you click Save residual depreciation is not calculated as depreciation may not be
included in the year the item is disposed of.
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When the sale of an asset is recorded the current tax value is used to calculate whether a
profit or loss was made on the sale. The Trial Balance and Balance sheet reports display
the total value of asset sales and their current value. Your accountant will need this
information to calculate the profit/loss on disposal.
The following report is a schedule of all assets to date.

Quotes/estimates
Start this form from the Customer Operations centre. Create the customer record before
creating a quote/estimate.
This section refers to quotes. However you may print any quote as an estimate.
The form is very similar to the invoice form and behaves in exactly the same way. Quotes are
for customers and they can be transferred to invoices. If you wish to produce generic quotes
then set up a "dummy" customer and complete the required quotes for that "customer".
When you click "Add" a new quote number is created. It begins with "QUO-". Should you
invoice the quote that number, minus "QUO-", is the number of the new invoice.
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· If you have an order number from the customer enter it in "Order number:" Generally you
·
·
·
·

can fill this field in after the customer has accepted the quote, and immediately before you
clone the quote to an invoice.
Enter a date in the "Valid to" field. When the quote is printed this date displays as part of
the sentence "This quote is valid until:" If you want to give the customer lots of time to
decide make this date a long time in the future.
The Date field always defaults to the current date.
Enter a description of the quote. For example the reason for the quote as in the example
below. This prints on the quote form.
When finished click Save.
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Once you have saved the quote header the details buttons become active.
To add a new line to the quote click Add in the Maintain Details group. The following form
opens:
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· The Charge field is the only compulsory field on this form. Obviously it is a good idea to
include something in the description field.
· If you enter a unit rate you must enter No. of units.
· If the line is for a stock item leave the description field blank until the item code has been
selected.
· If you intend to provide a discount enter a percentage in the Discount (%) field.
· Click Save to save the line.
You can add text to each line. The text can be optionally printed with the quote. This text can
be used as additional instructions for those carrying out the work. Or as information for the
customer about the line in question. To add text to a line click the Text button
To print a quote click the Quote button at the bottom of the form. If the quote is to be sent as
an estimate check the Estimate box. To include notes (these are the same as the invoice
notes) check the Include notes on quote box. If you have preprinted letterhead check the
Leave letterhead clear box.
To email the quote click Email. The quote selected appears in the Attachments box as
"Quote.pdf"
Quotes may be cloned to invoices.

Invoicing a quote
You may clone quotes to an invoice when the customer accepts it.
The clone quotes form is as follows:
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Note: The invoice is cloned with the same number as the quote - minus the "QUO-". So the
above example will clone an invoice with the number 201100059.

· Billing date defaults to the current date.
· Date payment due defaults to 30 days after the billing date. You can change that date if
you like.

· Description defaults to the description of the quote. It may need to be changed.
· If you have entered any text for the quote details you can include that in the cloned invoice.
·

Check Transfer text.
Click Clone. You will be informed when cloning has finished. The form will then close.

Once a quote has been cloned it cannot be cloned again. If you attempt to you will be
warned.

Printing quote/estimate
Any quote can be printed as either a quote or an estimate.
The two examples here only differ in that one is a quote, the other is an estimate.
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End of period adjustments
Warning - end of period adjustments requires a fairly high level of accounting/bookkeeping
knowledge. Do not carry out these operations if you are not sure what you are doing.
You may carry out end of period adjustments when certain payments and expenses cross
periods. For example you may have paid insurance in June for twelve months. At the end of
the financial year (assuming it is March) your insurance company has been paid for three
months in advance. You therefore subtract 3 months of that payment from your expense for
the current year and add it to the following year. Similar adjustments may be carried out for
leases, rates, wages and salaries and for invoiced income and supplier charges.
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To carry out end of period adjustments follow the sequence below:
1. Set up a ledger control record. This defines the current period/year. Note the need to
include an expense and income account on this form. These are to place the required totals
in the correct place in the Balance Sheet.
2. Set up the required journals. The contents of the journals do not appear on any reports.
They are "buckets" to hold transaction adjustments until they are posted to the ledger. They
are also used to ensure any adjustments balance. You can create default credit and debit
ledger links that help simplify the entry of journal adjustments.
3. Enter the journal adjustment transactions. Each journal adjustment must consist of at
least two entries, a debit and a credit. Some may have more than two. But all such entries
must balance. That is, total credit value minus total debit value must equal zero. If it does not
you may not post the entries to the ledger.
Start Journal adjustments from the company control form by clicking the Balance sheet
button:

From this form you can carry out all activities related to balance sheets. This is only required if
you are running a full accrual accounting system.

Balance sheet control
To carry out end of period adjustments (also known as journal adjustments), each company
must have a balance sheet control record. The control record defines the date adjustments
are for and two accounts (Loans and tax prepayments) that need to be identified so they
appear correctly on the balance sheet.
Warning - if you create the ledger configuration record, and enter the loan and trax
prepayments accounts, you must use journal adjustments. This is because the current
balances of those two accounts are based on the initial entry (which may be in a prior year)
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plus or minus any journal adjustments made. For example a loan of 20,000 requires that you
enter adjusting balances to decrease the value of the loan as you repay it. The adjustments
in this case are to debit the loan account and credit the loan repayment account.
A warning occurs if adjustments are made outside the current period. Once the adjustments
have been posted the end of period dates may be changed. They need to be changed
manually as Professionals Business does not "roll over" periods.

If there is no control record the New button is visible and active. It is invisible and inactive
once the record has been created.
· Enter a description if you wish. This defaults to "Balance sheet control for : your company
name".
· Enter the income account for loans. If this account has not been created you can enter it
after you have created the journal control record. The account must have G.S.T. disabled,
and not be subject to tax. This account is important in dealing with loan accounts on the
trial balance and balance sheet. You should only have one ledger account for loans.
· Enter the expense account for tax prepayments. This account must be set up in the same
manner as the loan account. While not exactly technically correct it is a good idea to
include all prepaid tax (GST, income tax, provisional tax) in this account. Your accountant
can use the transaction reports to see the actual transactions breakdown.
· Enter the beginning date of the current year or period. Business uses to check that journal
adjustments have the correct date for the trial balance and balance sheet.
· Enter the end of period date.
· Select the year range the period relates to.
Note: You can define each period as a month, or year.
adjustments must be made on a monthly basis.

If defined as a month journal

Journals
To carry out journal adjustments the journals must be defined. These are purely to ensure
that adjustments balance correctly. They do not appear in any reports. The journal records
are held separately and are not visible as transactions until the relevant journal entries are
posted.
Posted adjustments appear on transaction reports with JNL at the beginning of the transaction
number.
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The journals in Business are purely for the purpose of making adjustments to ledger
balances. There is no need to set up the "standard" ledger journals such as profit and loss,
debtors, creditors, etc. The balances for the above "journals" are calculated in real time.
Business is a date-based system and there is no need to bother with opening and closing
entries. Unless you make end-of-period adjustments. In that case you may need to reverse a
set of adjustments at the beginning of a period. That has the effect of "closing" the ledger.

· Click New to create a new journal account.
· Enter a unique code. This can be alphabetic (as above) or numeric.
· Enter a description of the journal.
· Select the default credit and debit accounts. These are used automatically when creating a
new journal adjustment. You don't need to use the defaults as any valid ledger account is
acceptable. Providing some simple rules are followed.
For non-accountants. Getting the credit and debit accounts right is important. Generally the
rules are:
1. The debit account is the account that has its balance decreased by the adjustment.
2. The credit account has the balance increased by the adjustment.
3. In most cases the account type must be identical. That is, an expense account is
decreased in value, and another expense account is increased in value.
4. You don't have to bother with posting to a profit and loss account (Professionals Business
doesn't have one). So long as the accounts selected are the correct ones, and the entries
balance, the Income Statement, Profit and Loss, Trial Balance and Balance sheet will be
correct.
Example:
If you wish to account correctly for wages paid in advance: The credit account would be
something like "Expenses prepaid." This account needs to be set up with G.S.T. and Tax
turned off. It is an expense account and the only entries that show in it must be adjustments.
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The debit account is the normal Wages and Salaries account. The result of the adjustment
will be to decrease your expenses (shown in the profit and loss and trial balance) by the
amount of the adjustment.
The total value of adjustments in the Expenses prepaid account is shown on the trial balance
as a balance sheet entry, and in the balance sheet as a current asset.

Journal adjustments
To enter a new set of adjustments make sure the correct journal appears in the Active
journal account panel. If there are any current (unposted) journal entries they appear in the
grid at the bottom. The first journal entry displays in the Active journal entry panel.
The current period (as per the journal control) is displayed in the Current period is panel.
If the selected journal has posted entries they appear in the Posted Entries grid on the right,
To create a new adjustment, click the New button. The form appears as follows:

The first entry defaults to a credit entry. If you have previously created default ledger
accounts for the selected journal the credit account displays. You can change it to another
ledger account if required.
The description defaults to "Journal adjustment" plus the description of the ledger account.
This is the description that appears in the transaction reports.
Enter the correct date, and the amount.
When you click Save the form appears something like the following:
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Because this is for only one side of the adjustment the entry does not balance. The Active
journal account panel displays a balance of 1000.00 and the Post button is disabled.
The example above shows one "side" of an adjustment being set up in advance.
intention being to post the adjustments at the end of the year.

The

When the matching entry is created the form appears as follows:

The Post button is now enabled and the phrase "Account is in balance" appears in the Active
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journal account panel.
The adjustment can now be posted.

Note - posted adjustments can only be "removed" by further adjustments. Also known as a
closing balance entry. Generally they are entered at the beginning of the next period/year.

Trial balance
Trial balances can be run at any time. It is a good idea to make sure the period beginning
date is at the beginning of a month, and preferably the beginning of the current year (the
default setting). To obtain a trial balance for the whole year make sure the dates cover the
year you are looking at.
Use the trial balance to check that your accounts are in order. Running the trial balance
regularly enables you to find, and correct, any problems before things get out of hand. The
longer the period between running the trial balance the more likely there are to be problems,
and the harder they are to correct.
The trial balance covers the company. It is not based on departments/divisions as bank
accounts are generally shared between departments.
When you run the trial balance look for the following:
1. Are there any customer debts still unpaid? If there are, check to see which ones may need
to be written off (bad debts). Use the customer balances report to obtain this information.
2. Are there any credit expenses still unpaid? Check to see that all payments you intend to
make have been done. Use the supplier charges report (unpaid) to find out which ones there
are.
3. Run the Income statement report (income statement option of the profit and loss reports)
to make sure the account totals in the trial balance match those on the income statement.
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4. Is there a cash balance in the Bank and cash balances section? If there is you may need
to bank some payments.
5. Are there any assets in the fixed assets register? Do they show on the Trial Balance? Is
there any depreciation showing? If there is not, and you are at the end of the year, run the
depreciation schedule in the Asset Register Control. To check whether current year
depreciation has been run print the Depreciation Schedule report from the Depreciation
Control form. Make sure the Capital purchase and Asset sales account codes have been
linked to the asset register. If they don't exist first create then link them.
There are some points you should be aware of to help understand the trial balance:
a. Income and expense figures are exclusive of G.S.T.
b. Bank balances may not match your bank statement as at the period end date because
Business Account's transactions may not match those on your bank statement. You need to
run the bank statement report to find the reason for any discrepancies.
c. Accounts receivable and payable figures include G.S.T.
d. If you have set up an asset sale income account, but not created the asset control record,
asset sales will appear as part of the income section of the report. Technically this is not
correct as asset sales are not taxable and are balance sheet items only. To get it to display in
the correct place refer to 5. above.

Balance sheet
The balance sheet covers the entire business. It cannot be split by department.
The balance sheet report can be run at any time. If the trial balance does not balance there
is no point in running the balance sheet report. First correct the problems that gave rise to the
imbalance in the trial balance.
The balance sheet requires a certain amount of work to display everything properly.
1. In the asset register (if you are using it) make sure the asset sales and capital expense
accounts are linked. You may need to set them up. Asset sales is an income account that is
not subject to tax and G.S.T. does not apply to it. Capital expense is an expense account that
G.S.T. applies to, but is not subject to tax (if you are going to claim depreciation).
2. In balance sheet control link the loan and prepaid tax accounts. The loan account is an
income account that is not subject to tax or G.S.T. The prepaid tax account is an expense
account that is not subject to tax or G.S.T. Prepaid tax includes prepaid G.S.T., provisional
tax, and prepaid income tax. This requires that you have only one loan account. There may
be more than one loan in it. That detail is picked up by the transaction journal report. Loan
repayments can be allocated to specific departments. This means the cost of running those
departments can be analysed.
If you set up the above accounts (they come preloaded) but don't link them to the asset
register or balance sheet control their transaction totals will display in the wrong place on the
balance sheet. Because they do show (assuming transactions were entered for them) your
accountant can make the required changes to your final balance sheet.
The balance sheet's primary purpose is to show what equity your business has at the end of
the financial year. The section to look at is Liabilities and Equity - owner's equity. If you
regularly make a loss, and have few assets, your equity will be low, or negative. In that case
you may find it difficult to raise loans when you need them.
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Accounting for loans
Business provides a fair amount of flexibility when it comes to dealing with loans. When
setting up loans, be aware of the following:
1. Loans are non-taxable. Set up a loan ledger account as non-taxable and not subject to
G.S.T. Set up only one loan account. It doesn't matter have many loans you have. There will
only be one transaction for each (a deposit) - ignoring repayments. When you enter the loan
deposit include a description that explains what the loan is for.
2. Once you have set up the loan account go to Balance Sheet - Control and link the loan
account to the control account. This ensures all loans are dealt with correctly for accounting
purposes. That is they appear in the correct place on the trail balance and balance sheet and
previous year's loans are also accounted for correctly.
3. You can set up separate ledger accounts for loan repayments. This is because loan
repayments are included in the profit and loss and therefore affect your income for tax
purposes. If you have separate departments, and have taken out a loan for each (eg rental
properties), you can set up a loan repayment account for each department a loan relates to.
4. Set up a loan adjustment account - not subject to G.S.T., or tax. This needs to be an
income account and is used to hold the total value of all repayments for all loans
5. Set up a loan adjustment journal for loans. This journal is used to adjust down the value
of the loan as you make repayments. The loan account is to be debited (decreased in value),
the loan adjustment account (see 4.) credited (increased in value). At the end of each year
run a journal report for each loan repayment account during the year. Total the value of all
repayments. Enter that total as a debit (decrease) against the loan account, and credit
(increase) to the loan adjustment account. Doing this has the effect of decreasing the loan(s)
balance.
6. The trial balance and balance sheet will now include a line for the loan adjustment
account. The value of the loan(s) will have been decreased by the total amount entered as
loan adjustments. Only the current year's adjustment is printed.

Emailing
Stock orders, invoices and statements may be emailed. Those forms all have an email button
on them. Click the button and the following form displays
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The file to email is in the attachments list. You can add more attachments if you wish.
You must enter your email password. This is the same password you use when logging on to
your email account.
If you have entered your email address into the email/website field of company set up it
appears in the From field. Other wise enter it.
If you have entered the customer's or supplier's email address into their record that appears
in the To field. Other wise enter it.
If you are using a free email account like Gmail, Yahoo, or Hotmail you must set them up as
your default email account in your email software. It is also possible that you may need to be
signed into your account (using your web browser) for any messages to be accepted.
You can send carbon copies (CC) and blind carbon copies (BCC) if you wish.
This form has been tested using Windows XPPro with the firewall enabled and AVG antivirus
enabled. Professional Systems cannot guarantee it will work under all conditions. If it does
not (the usual error will be a 11004 socket error - meaning a connection could not be
established) use your normal email program to send the attachments.
· To email using this form your Internet connection must be active.
· The files being sent are temporary files. The next time you generate an
attachment to send it will overwrite the last one. If you wish to retain a copy use
Explore to rename it. The files are placed in the C:\PSL folder. If it is an invoice it
is "invoice.pdf", if a statement "statement.pdf", "quote.pdf" if a quote, and if an
order "order.pdf".
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Invoice/statements format
This form is opened from the System Settings menu.
You may change the position, size and style of the Company name and description. The
position and style of the address.
Be aware, what you see here may not match exactly what you get when you print the invoice.
This is because there are differences between print font and screen font sizes. When it looks
like you have things the way you want them, preview an invoice, or statement. You may need
to fine tune things to make sure the printed invoice is what you want.

· Company name - size, position and style.
· Logo - position. You may need to experiment with the size, and position, of the description
and logo to make sure both print properly.
· Description - size, position and style. It is a good idea to keep this smaller than the
company name. On statements description is replaced by "Customer statement" but in the
same position and style as defined here.
· Address - position and style.
If you have linked a logo to your company control record it displays by default. If you don't
want it to print on invoices, statements, etc, remove the file "logo.bmp" from the folder C:\PSL\
Database\images.
The best idea is to make the company name larger than the description. The higher the
number in the Size field, the larger the name is printed.
Position is based on the field's positions in relation to the entire width of the page.
Style can be a combination of bold, italics and underline. Or any one of them.
You can position, and format, the company name and description separately. Although they
generally look better if together.
All address fields are grouped together. If the company name, and description are very large,
and the address fields are immediately below them, at least the first line of the address will be
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partially obscured. The amount of space allocated to the header is limited by the need to
position the customer address to line up with the windows in envelopes
Statements do not include the company description. Instead "Account statement" prints
immediately under the company name. Wherever the company name is printed.

Customer actions
Use Actions if items may be sold, and work carried out, subject to a warranty provision that
includes ongoing support if things go wrong. Or you may wish to register the customer's
details to enable you to provide a better service in the future. For example advise them of
activities/offers they may be interested in. Or a special offer.
To activate actions select Actions center in Back Office. To maintain them click Actions.
The Actions Center initially displays all registrations set up with a reminder date within a set
date range - from the previous day to seven days in the future. If you have installed an email
client Thunderbird, Outlook, Windows Messenger) you may email a notice to the customer.
You can also update customer records from the list.

If the customer has no customer record you must create it to apply an Action. Click the
Customers button.
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This form can be used to list any warranties/registrations or actions a customer may have or
that you wish to follow up on. For example if you wish to contact the customer in the future
but, at this point, don't know what the reason will be. You just think it'll be a good idea to
maintain contact.
Creating an action : Once the customer record exists create an invoice. Bill and print it.
Include the serial number, or some other identifying description, in the invoice description.
This helps to find things later - so long as the customer keeps a copy of the invoice. Of
course an invoice is not required if all you are doing is recording actions you wish to carry out
that relate to the customer.
Now create the action record.
· Enter the serial number/item identifier (if there is one) as well as the item code.
· Item code is optional.
· However you must include a description of the action. That is the only way you can be sure
why the action displays.
· Enter the date of entry and the date action is due. Plus the time (HH : MM) - the default is
"1200" - noon. The due date, and time, of the action is the date the action is due to no
longer and after which any further follow is not required or the "action" will expire. Eg - a
warranty. That date can be extended as many times as you wish.
· If a payment is required then enter it into the payment field. This is optional.
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Once the action exists users may search for the item by customer, description of the action or
serial number (if used). Or you can change the date range to match the date you think the
action is due.
Existing actions can be viewed by clicking Actions List on the Actions centre form.

Actions list and reminders
This list shows you all actions that currently exist and are due for action within the dates set.
If Retail Business is installed click the Action center button on the Customer Operations
panel page of the POS to activate the form.
To change which actions are listed check the relevant Status button or change the date to
widen, or narrow, the scope of your inquiry.
If a customer's action has not been renewed, or you don't think there is any point in sending
them reminders of what is going on, delete, or close, the record. Highlight the relevant
registration and click Actions.
Reminder notices may be emailed from this list..
To do so highlight the relevant item and click Email. The email form displays. If you have
previously emailed anything from this list the contents of the last message shows. If you
replace it the new one shows until you replace it. Provided the Retain message box is
checked.
If the customer does not, yet, have an email address click Customer while the correct
customer registration is highlighted. The customer's maintenance form displays for that
customer. Add the email address. Once you have done that, every time you activate the
email form the customer's email address shows in the To: field.

Importing customers from Excel (CSV).
To import from an Excel file the spreadsheet has to be saved as a CSV (comma delimited)
file.
The import facility can be started from the customer operations form.
The Excel cells have to be in a certain order. And some fields are compulsory.
The following describes the data the customer import facility will bring in. This is the order in
which the import facility operates.
The maximum length of the fields is included. Anything longer than these lengths will have
characters removed. All fields are character fields.
Customer code - 20, First name - 15, Initials - 5, Last Name - 25, Physical Address1 - 50,
Physicial Address2 - 50, Physical Address3 - 50, Phone - 18, Fax - 18, EmailId - 100, Postal
Address1 - 50, Postal Address2 - 50, Postal Address3 - 50, Postzone - 10, Mobile phone - 25.
Please note. The customer code is compulsory, and it must be unique. This code is used to
link the various customer-related records to the customer.
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The customer's full name is generated from the three fields that make it up. The physical
address is not used for invoices, orders, etc. So, if you only have one address leave the three
physical address fields blank. Place the address into the postal address fields.
An example record would appear as follows with both physical and postal addresses:
CHRISJ, Christopher,L, Jones, 12 James Street,Banks Town,WHANGAREI, (09) 438 6775,
(09) 438 6776, cjones@vodefone.net, P.O. Box 36,Whangarei,0112,0219908857.
If a field is blank make sure it is also blank in Excel. That way there will be commas showing
it's position. As follows:
CHRISJ, Christopher,L, Jones,,,, (09) 438 6775, (09) 438 6776, cjones@vodefone.net, P.O.
Box 36,Whangarei,0112, 0219908857.

Stock Management
Stock management functions allow you to:
· Create bar codes for stock items that don't have them.
· Load stock from other software or supplier price lists. Including a previous version of
Professionals Retail Business.
· Update existing stock prices from supplier price lists and Excel files.
· Manually maintain stock items.
· Set up stock to be replenished when it gets to a certain level.
· Set up stock item, and grouped, specials.
· Set up promotions - multi item discounts, Volume discounts/price breaks, item specials and
group sales
· Create item GST "holidays"
· Produce price labels and tickets - with and without bar codes.
· Carry out stock take - by line/group or entire inventory.
· Produce supplier orders.
· Discontinue stock when it reaches the end of line. Or is no longer stocked.
· Set up stock packages - that is stock items that consist of other stock items
· Set up stock lines to enable summary reports by line and/or group.
· Set up stock items to be weighed using a checkout scale.
· Set up item option buttons.
· Set up combo deals.
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To load an empty inventory from a supplier price list click "Load from file". Make sure you
have the latest price list before going any further. If you have already loaded the price list and
your supplier has provided you with a new price list click the "Update from file" button.
The inventory can be set up as either general items, books or clothes (additional fields are
visible). The default settings are general items. To change them go to Stock Control and
check the Include book lists box
If retail Business is installed:
Stock can be created "on the fly" when viewing the Stock list from the POS. To do so click
"New item" on the list form.
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You can also change details for the item - for example if the price needs to be changed - by
clicking "Edit item"
Stock management can be activated on the POS by clicking the "Manage Stock" button.
Which then becomes "Close stock".

·
·
·
·
·
·
·

To manage stock items click "Manage stock"
To maintain the POS buttons click "POS buttons".
To carry out stock take click "Stock take"
To maintain stock requisitions click "Requisitions"
To generate weight and quantity labels click either "Weight labels" or "Quantity labels"
To export the stock list click "Export". This allows you to export the stock list to an Excel
(CSV) file.
To list current orders click "List orders". This report requires you have an A4 printer
attached if you intend to print it. It shows both customer and supplier orders

Stock Maintenance
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To maintain stock items double-click the selected item. Or click the "Edit" button. To add an
item click "Add".
The following form activates.

Take some time to examine the features of this form as its settings are crucial to how the POS
deals with stock items.
There are four tabs:
1. Stock Items details. Many fields on this tab are compulsory. For basic operations this is
the tab you need to complete correctly.
2. Item sales details. This controls item sales/specials and receipt printing and order
destination.
3. Item restocking. This controls whether you wish to run just-in-time reordering.
4. Item picture. Use this to link a picture to the item.

Stock item details
· Bar code is not compulsory. If you use it you may enter an existing bar code (off the

·
·
·

·
·
·

product) or enter a new one - in which case enter 12 numbers and then click Barcode
check digit. If the stock code is the same as the bar code click the button with the red
arrow to the right of the field. Both fields must be unique.
Code/PLU is compulsory and must be unique. It must also be no shorter than 4
characters.
Supplier's stock code is not compulsory. Use it if you intend to send stock orders and the
supplier uses codes that differ from the barcode. In which case that code is used in the
order when it prints.
Line is not compulsory. If you want to report by departments/categories then use line. It is
also used to produce the end of day summary sales report. It is necessary if you intend to
set up group sales. Lines can be used to organise your stock take because you can carry
out stock take by lines.
Group is not compulsory. However, to organise group sales you will need to use it.
Enter a description. This displays on receipts, stock buttons and the relevant reports.
New stock is only required if you need to manually adjust stock levels. It is only visible if
the item is being editing. If the stock level is a negative value, and should be positive enter
a New stock amount that equals the negative amount PLUS the number that matches the
level you actually have.
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· Supplier is not compulsory. Use it if you intend to report on supplier stock sales and to
send orders. You need to create the required suppliers first.

· Buy price is not compulsory. However, to calculate margins, you need to enter it. It is also
updated when you complete an order for the item.
· Trade price is not compulsory.
· Retail price is not compulsory - it is, however, required if the item has a price and is not to
be set up as an option
· Takeaway is not compulsory. Use it if you make a distinction between "Eat in" and
"Takeaway". In which case the default price will be retail and you will need to click
"Change price" in the POS to apply the takeaway price.
· Distributor price is not compulsory. Use this if you arrange sales to distributors. As with
Takeaway price you must click "Change price" in the POS to apply it.
· NOTE - all the prices, if entered, display on the change price popup form in the POS.
· Dealing with stock returns

· Unit is "Unit of measure" - eg Kg, Ea, gm, litres, meters. This displays on the receipts.
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· On order displays the number on order - from any orders you may have set up that have
not been fulfilled.

· Has been discontinued can be used to warn staff this item should no longer be used. Its

·
·
·
·

·
·
·

selection in the POS will result in a warning. It may be removed from the item buttons by
checking "Remove discontinued items from buttons" in POS settings. Discontinued items
display as a yellow bar in stock selection lists and in Stock management
Is a package is checked if the item is part of a package.
Non-stock item. Default is not checked. if you check this the POS will not update stock
levels when the item is sold.
Style. Use this to help identify stock like clothes, shoes, etc. Displays as part of the stock
item details selection.
Alternate search code. Use this to link items that are, in many ways, identical but differ in
minor ways that mean you need to enter them as individual items. Eg - books with the
same title but differing prices and styles - paperback, hard covers, large print - and you
want to be able to report on the over all popularity of the title.
Distributor. This is only used for clothes and books.
Colour - clothes only.
Add description. Use this to include, for example, Chinese characters. If anything is
entered into this field it displays on the POS button if one is set up.

If adding a large number of items click "Save and add" to remain on the stock maintenance
form. That helps to speed things up.

Item sales details

· Extras prompt. Check this if you wish to have a prompt popup on the POS that reminds
cashiers of something. For example the need for batteries. A special coming up. The
prompt appears as follows when the item is sold from the POS.
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· Select the date the prompt is to be active until.
· Check the box "Do not apply loyalty points to this item" if loyalty points aren't to be
applied. The default is to apply them.
· "Warn on discount" should be checked if you wish to prevent accidental discounts being
applied. This applies if the customer has a set discount rate.
· Ignore "Turn on optional price display" is irrelevant as all active prices now display on
the change price popup.
· Select the relevant option in POS response. The default is "Normal". That means the item
will print on the default receipt printer. If you have a separate kitchen printer select one of
the Kitchen printer options. You need to set up the printer in POS Settings. If the item is to
be weighed, and you have a checkout scale, check "Weigh item".
· To limit the ability of cashiers to apply discounts to the item enter a value in the "Discount
limit (0 is none)" field.
· If you want the POS to activate the Change price prompt automatically check "Variable
price prompt"

Setting up specials.

· Check the box "On special" The form will appear as above.
· Enter the discount amount/rate. You can, of course, only apply either a percent discount or
a flat amount.
· Enter the date the special starts.
· Enter the date the special finishes.

Item restocking
This tab enables the setting of minimum stock levels, order levels and warnings
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· Check "Generate replenishment orders" to enable the generation of orders when stock
reaches the level selected.

· Enter the "Minimum stock level" to generate orders and warnings
· Enter "Minimum order level". This is the level that will be ordered by default. These
levels can be changed by editing the relevant order.
Stock level warnings take the form of red bars in Stock management and stock selection lists.
In addition, if the item is on an item button that button has a red box around it when the
warning level is reached.

Stock item pictures
This tab enables you to link a picture to the item. It is a good idea to store all pictures in the
same folder. You may also use pictures that are to be used on the item buttons. However
that is probably only practical if you don't have cashier lanes. Other wise keep them
separate. That means the picture used here can be larger than the one attached to the
buttons.
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· Click "Load" to select the picture file.
· Click "Clear" to remove the image.
As you can see from above the picture can be larger than the ones that are to go on the
buttons. If you do intend to place pictures on buttons set things so the button can be made
twice as high and twice as wide.

Replenishing stock
Professionals stock handling enables you to automatically select stock for replenishment.
This has been set up to work with Professionals Retail Business. Generally, if you are using
stock to help in creating invoices, there is no need to set it up in Business.
Inventory items you want to auto replenish must be allocated to a specific supplier. If the
supplier field in the maintenance form is blank the item will not be included in any order.
1. In the stock maintenance form, click Replenish. And enter the values required. To enable
auto replenishing check the Auto replenish on box.
2. Enter the value that will trigger a stock order creation - Minimum stock level.
3. Enter the value that will appear, by default, as the number of items being ordered.
4. Click Save.
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You can turn auto replenish off by unchecking the box.
Once you have set up the auto replenish parameters you can generate orders for items when
the level reaches, or is less than, the defined minimum stock level.
The auto replenish process can be run from the Stock Orders page of Retail Business.
Click Replenish.
Any open orders for the supplier are listed. If you click the Replenish button new lines are
added to the selected open order for items that are due for replenishment. To create a new
order Review the orders and close them. If none are listed clicking Replenish results in the
creation of a new order. Once the process has been run the new order displays and may
then be reviewed.
You may review the order and change ordered quantities or delete any lines that were
created. To make sure the order is complete add the supplier, and your customer code, to the
stock control record.
When a stock order is generated the stock inquiry page, and the inventory maintenance form,
display the number of items on order. To keep this total accurate use stock orders to record
order fulfilment. When you update the number provided the number on order is decreased by
the number provided.
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Stock packages
Stock packages are stock items that are made up of other stock items.
For example, if you sell a set of gear that is always bundled. Or assemble an item from other
stock items.
In that case you will want the stock level of both the stock package, and the items that make it
up, to be drawn down on sale. This is what a stock package allows you to do.
Setting up stock packages:
Set up packages in inventory maintenance. Before you start make sure all the items that are
to make up the package are already set up.
· Existing stock items cannot be converted into packages.
· Create a new item that is to hold the contents of the package.
· Enter the stock code, and description. There is no need to enter buy, trade or retail price.
These are updated as items are added to or removed from the package.
· Check the Is a package box.
The form should look something like the following:

Click Save when satisfied. The following form activates:
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Add as many components as required. You can include more than one unit of any
component. You may not include the package itself as a component.
When a package is on sale, or is a special, the same rules apply to it as apply to normal stock
items.
When an item is a package the inventory maintenance form appears as follows. Note that the
button Package items is active. Click the button to change the contents of the package.
To help you find existing packages so you can change their components when required click
the Packages button in the Lists group. If the price of components change you need to delete
the component from the relevant packages and add it again.
Stock Packages and Invoices
Stock packages can be included on invoices as usual. If you wish to provide details of the
components print the delivery docket. That includes the components under the package's
description.
Stock packages and quotes
Packages may be included in quotes. If you clone the quote to an invoice the inventory is
drawn down for the package's components

Stock orders
Use stock orders to place orders with your suppliers and to update the inventory. You can
email stock orders to your supplier. Before using stock orders enter your customer
number/code against the relevant supplier in Stock Configuration
To create a stock order select the supplier. Include a description of the order if you wish to.
For example if the order is for a particular job.
If the item being ordered is not currently in the inventory it will be created when you save the
line. If selecting existing inventory items make sure the relevant item is linked to the current
supplier. If it is not you are warned and will not be able to save the current line.
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· Order number is obtained from the stock configuration

settings and is created
automatically
· Enter a description. This helps to identify the order when selecting from lists.
· Select the supplier. All stock items in the order MUST already have that supplier attached.
· Enter the date of the order. The default is the day it is created.
· The order defaults to not invoiced. If you create a supplier invoice when you have finished
the order the box will be checked. Once an invoice has been created from an order you
cannot create another one from that order.
· Placed and Closed will not be checked. They can be checked based on the status of the
order. Closed orders may not have any further items added. Once you are satisfied save
the header and add lines.
You can load the stock order with sold items sourced from the supplier by clicking the From
Sales button. The pick option doesn't prevent the selection of items more than once. It adds
items to the order one at a time. So, if more than one is being ordered, you need to edit the
line after it has been added.
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Once the header has been created add lines to the order.

· The value of the stock order is based on the buy price. Add tax to buy price is unchecked

·
·
·
·
·

by default. If you check it, when the inventory is updated, buy price is the price entered,
plus tax. From then on it shows as inclusive of sales tax when you order that item again.
In sales the buy price is inclusive of tax. If you are ordering an existing stock item leave the
box unchecked or tax will be added to the price. Which already includes tax. Check the box
if the order is to an overseas supplier.
If ordering from your existing inventory leave Add tax to Buy price unchecked. Existing
inventory items include G.S.T in their buy price.
The stock code can be obtained from the inventory, or you can enter a new one. If you
enter a new code the description field displays "New stock item". Enter a description of the
item. If this is a new item an inventory item is created when you save the line.
If the item has a supplier stock code that is placed in the Stock code field instead of either
the bar code or code/PLU. Supplier stock code (from the inventory) is used as the item
code in the order if it differs from the stock code.
If this is a new item enter the description. Other wise the description is that of the selected
stock item.
Enter the Buy price per unit. This is required to calculate the total value of the order. It
does not appear on the order form when it is sent.
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· Enter the Number Ordered. If you are making up an order that includes returns, and this
line is a return, then enter a minus value.

· If you are recording receipt of items enter the Number provided. For returns this should
be zero. If you are entering the order after you have sold the items the stock level may be
negative. In practice you want it to be zero, or less than the total ordered for that item. For
example 6 items may have been delivered, you sold 4 and the stock level is -4. In that case
make sure the box Zero negative stock level and add balance (if any) is checked. The
stock level will be set at 2 when you enter 6 as being provided. Uncheck the box if you fulfil
any orders prior to selling the items. To activate this option you must fulfil the order item
manually.
You can create a supplier invoice, add items to an existing invoice, and pay for the order from
the stock order form. To do so click the Invoice button. You may not create another invoice if
one has already been created for the order.
To email a stock order to a supplier click the Email button. The current stock order is placed
in the Attachments list. The supplier must have an email address.
Order fulfillment.
You can fulfill the entire order by clicking fulfilled. The number provided equals the number
ordered. If the order is not, already, marked as placed that is done, and the order is closed.
The inventory is also updated and the items provided are added to the number of items in
stock.
Alternatively click Selected in the fulfillment panel. The following form actives:

If all items have been fulfilled click All. Or enter each field under Provided if the amount is
less.

Stock configuration
Use this form to configure the stock sub-system.
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· The unique code is required.
· Description is optional - put something in there if you are running more than one company.
· Last bar code, last stock order and last sales slip fields are optional. Once you have
·

entered numbers here only change them if you are sure the new numbers will not duplicate
any existing ones.
"Use book labels" leave this box unchecked. Suppliers are assumed to be trade.

· Customer numbers are required if you intend to use the stock order facility. In that case
selecting the relevant supplier automatically retrieves the correct customer number and
places it on the stock order. To complete these fields create the suppliers.
Enter a code number in the last bar code field if you intend to generate barcodes using your
own numbering system. When creating bar codes there is a chance your own codes will
conflict with those from suppliers. All things considered it is probably best to ignore this and
use the bar codes provided with the stock items.
Last stock order is used when a new stock order is created. To identify orders by year
create an order number that looks something like the following - 201200000. The same
applies to the sales slip number.
Sales slip number is required if Retail Business is installed. You can leave it at 0. The
software increments it automatically.

Transaction graphs
There are four graphs.
Operations form:

Apart from those that display on the Supplier and Company
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1. Bank transactions graph. This report displays a graph of withdrawals and deposits
between the selected dates. It appears as follows:

In this graph deposits are above the zero line, withdrawals below it.
2. Ledger accounts transactions graph. This displays the value, and date, of transactions
relating to a selected ledger account. It appears as follows:
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3. Bank transactions by source. This displays the value of bank transactions by the selected
source. If you wish to display supplier charges - select supplier charge. If electronic
payments - select EDI

Because the above transactions are all "withdrawals" the top of the graph shows as zero. If
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the source includes both deposits and withdrawals the zero line will be in the middle of the
graph's vertical axis.
4. Stock items invoiced. Start this from the Stock Management form. Click the "Invoiced
sales" button. This displays the number of units, and their value, of a selected stock item.
Between selected dates. It appears as follows:

The graph can be activated from the Stock Management form.
The reports redraw whenever you change the selected item, or account. And the date. If
nothing appears then nothing matches the dates. The values on the left (vertical) axis change
based on the highest, or lowest, value of any transaction(s) displayed.
If the date range is greater than the graph can show on the one page use the left mouse
button to drag it to the left or right.

Customer orders
Access customer orders from either back office Customer Operations, Stock Management or
(if Retail Business is installed) from the POS Customer Operations -> Customer orders tab.
If the items ordered are linked to suppliers it is possible to consolidate customer orders into
supplier orders.
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· Click "Add order" to create a new order.
· "Order no" is created automatically.
· Select the customer. Once they have been selected their postal address displays in the
Address field.
· Enter a description of the order. While not required it is a good idea to do so. Especially if
you have multiple orders for customers and need to be able to tell the difference between
them.
· The date defaults to the current date. There is no need to change it.
· Enter the date of planned delivery. This can be used to check when orders should have
arrived. In the POS customer operations form.
· Leave "Invoiced", "Closed" and "Placed" unchecked.
· Click "Save order".
You may now include detail lines. Click "Add line".
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· Select an item to order. You can create new stock items by entering a new code and
description.
· If the item already has a price it displays in the Price per unit field. If you change this price
that will also change the price in the inventory. So. be careful with that. The retail price IS
NOT included when the consolidated order is sent to the supplier.
· Enter the Qty ordered. You can leave the rest unchanged.
· To add another item click "Save and add". Other wise click "Save".
From the customer order form you may carry out the following operations:
1. Generate an invoice from the order. After that has been done the order is shown as
"invoiced" and is also closed. Which means no further action is possible. Although you can
delete the order.
2. Email the order to your customer to confirm it.
3. Print the order - as either an A4 or 80mm receipt (if using Retail Business).

Process orders
To process orders two conditions must be met:
1. All stock items must be connected to a supplier.
2. There must be unprocessed customer orders.
Processing orders has the effect of consolidating all customer order items (that have not, yet,
been processed) into a single order for each supplier. If there are any items on orders that
don't have a connected supplier those items will not be consolidated..
To consolidate customer orders click the "Process orders" button in Stock Management;
The following form activates
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· Select the supplier the order is to be for.
· Check supplier has open, unplaced, customer orders. This displays under the supplier
code field as above.
· Click "Run". A new supplier order will be created. The description will be "Consolidated
supplier order". As below:

Once all the items in the current, open, customer orders have been added to supplier orders
they are shown as placed. As below:
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Items Management
This form enables you to manage customer items. Use the function if you regularly service
customer items - boats, vehicles, air con units, etc. From this form you can create jobs when
required for the relevant item.
Items are shown on the list based on when they were opened. In practice this means it is a
good idea to make an item inactive once current activity on it has been completed. In many
cases that will be when the customer pays. When further activity is to be started reactivate it
and change the open date to the new date when it was reactivated.
You can view inactive items by checking the "Inactive" button in the "Status" panel.
The appearance of the list changes as you select different types from the "List type" drop
down.
If the "General" list type is selected the form appears as follows:

Note the "General selection" panel. The default is to display all general items. To narrow
down the selection click one of the buttons.
To select all items of a certain type click "Type". Then enter a type code into the field. Or
select it by clicking the button to the right.
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If you wish to group all items from a customer into one list then use "Type" as a substitute for
customer.
To select all items of a certain brand click "Brand" and enter a brand code into the field. Or
select it by clicking the button to the right.
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To view a model click "Model" and enter a model code into the field. Or select it by clicking
the button to the right.
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What displays on the list changes as the list type is changed. If you select "Vehicles" the list is
appropriate for vehicles and includes Regio No, Vin No., fuel type and WOF No.
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The following item management functions can be activated from this form:
•
•
•
•
•

Items maintenance
Items actions
Jobs creation and maintenance
Invoice maintenance-can link to a job card
Service history

If the item has any invoices generated a popup list appears. You may edit any of the invoices
by double-clicking the correct invoice on the list. To prevent the popup appearing every time
you change to another item click “Close invoice list”.
If the invoice has been fully paid you may not edit it.
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Items maintenance
This form’s appearance changes based on the item type that has been selected in the Items
Management form.
If the General item type is selected the form appears as follows when adding an item.
In the below example the item type is “vehicle”. This illustrates that you can both duplicate,
and add item types, by using the type code records rather than the type drop down list in the
items management form. The difference is that using the drop down list selection configures
certain fields specifically for that type. If you use the type code records then you have to
remember what goes where.
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•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Enter/select a customer. Click the magnifying glass to select from a list of existing
customers.
Enter an Id code. This is compulsory. This can be a serial or registration number.
If required enter a type code.
If required enter a brand code. If required enter a model code.
As you can see a model code is not required. Whether you use one or not is based
on the level of detail you consider required.
Enter a year if required.
Enter a colour if required.
Select the date the item is being entered. The default is the current date.
If special care is required enter that.
The default is that the customer owns the item. If they don't then uncheck the
"Customer owns this item" box.
The default is for the item to be active when first created. Once actions on the item
have been finished uncheck the box. Check it again if the item comes back for
further service. In that case also change the "Date issued".
If required enter some notes.

If the item management form lists vehicles then the maintenance form appears as follows:
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The fields are now appropriate for a vehicle and an additional field - "Odometer" - is visible.
In the case of a vehicle "Date issued" can be used to refer to the date the WOF was issued.
Doing so allows you to track when the next WOF is due. You can do that using the "Actions"
function.
If using the Computer type the maintenance form appears as follows:
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If using the Electrical or Other Plant item type on a regular basis you can use the Type and
Brand codes. In this case Type is actually "Brand" and Brand is "Model".
Electrical:
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Other plant:
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Marine:
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Note that marine includes sea worthy certificate and number of passengers

Item/service actions
Actions allow you to set up actions related to any customer item. Actions are such things as
service checks, reminders of things to do, warrants and certificate tests, etc.
If the Bookings module is installed you will not see all actions set up. Those services set up
for Hospitality are used only for Table Bookings. In that case they are used to define menu
selections.
All actions can also have stock items added to them if the service is standard and always
includes certain charges. If stock items are added then it is possible to create invoices once
the job card has been created and you have connected the relevant service to the card.
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•
•
•
•

Click "New Service".
Enter a service code. Service code must be unique
Enter a description.
Click "Save".

To add items to the service click "Add item". The following form appears.

•
•
•
•
•

Select an item from the stock list. Or enter/scan a code
Enter the number of items. This defaults to '1'.
Leave the description.
Leave "Send to kitchen printer". This is only relevant if you are using the hospitality
module.
Click 'Save".

Job Control
The Job Control form allows you to keep track of the status of customer's jobs.
It lets you know whether the job has been closed, needs urgent attention or can be dealt with
in a more relaxed manner.
From this form you can edit the selected job, arrange invoices and quotes. And maintain
customers.
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The form opens with all active jobs displaying that have been opened between 30 days before
the current date and 30 days after it.

To create a new job card click the "Maintain Job cards" button. To edit an existing job card
double-click the selected job card.
The colours represent the status of the job. Yellow means the job has been closed. Red
means it is either due for completion within five days, or is overdue.
As you can see from the above example there are a few urgent jobs.

Job cards
Each customer can have multiple job cards and each job's code is built automatically once
you have entered the first one for that customer.
Job cards maintenance can be started from the Workshop Management menu, Jobs Control,
or Customer operations forms.
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•

•

•
•
•
•
•

Job code is created automatically as Customer Code plus "-" plus a number based
on the number (or letter) entered as the First Job Number when creating the
customer. You can change the sequence by entering another number. If you are using
letters they are automatically incremented each time a new job is created. Eg A
becomes B, AA becomes AB. This code must be unique.
Bar code is optional. To create one click the "Generate bar code" button. The bar
code prints on the job sheet and you may print job labels with it on. Ledger entries
can be be searched using either the job code or bar code. It helps to have a bar code
scanner if you use bar codes. If you have bar code scanners then entering the bar
code can speed up data entry and make searching, and entering, transactions more
accurate. Make sure the code has 13 characters. If it doesn't click the "Generate bar
code" button until it does.
Priority - defaults to low. The priority displays on the Jobs Control form. Use it to
identify jobs that should be worked on first in any day. To enable that to work make
sure that Jobs Control is selected to display one days' jobs at a time.
Registration No is optional. If the job was created from the Items Management
form, for an existing item, this field is filled in.
Work Bay is optional. This can be used to provide an internal identifying number. It
doesn't have to be an actual work bay.
Description is not compulsory. However it is a very good idea to include one. The
description is used to identify jobs if a customer has more than one. It is also included
in all job reports.
Staff member, Checked by and Tested by are all optional. If Staff member is filled
in manager's reports can be obtained.
Managers are employees and their
information has to be in the employee record.
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Contact is optional - it is the name of the person to contact at the customer. If the
customer has no contacts then nothing can be placed here.
Work Type is not compulsory and is used to provide a breakdown of what types of
jobs you are involved in. If it is filled in you can obtain job type reports under
Statistical reports.
The three address fields are automatically allocated as the physical address of the
customer. If the physical address is blank the postal address is not used. They can be
changed if the address where the work is to be carried out is different.
Standard service is optional. You can use this to include sets of service actions that
relate to such services. For example warrants of fitness, basic service (for cars or
boats), etc. If the service has stock items attached, and the customer has been set
up to be invoiced, a "Create invoice" button becomes visible. If you create an
invoice its details will consist of the service items from the standard service.
Budget is optional. Displays if job budgeting was turned on when setting up the
company. If you provided a quote enter that total into this field. With warnings
enabled the Customer Balances form includes a warning if the total chargeable
reaches, or exceeds, the limiting percentage defined when setting up the company.
Planned Start date and Planned Finish date: These default to the current date
(start) plus 30 days (finish). Reasonably accurate dates entered here allow you to
generate a jobs schedule report. This can help to assess work load.
Notes are optional. You can include instructions and further information for staff.
This information prints on the job sheet.

Jobs may not be deleted if there are any ledger entries, invoices or quotes for that job.
The jobs schedule is as follows:

Note the inclusion of bar codes. Using them makes it less likely that entries will be made for
the wrong job card.

Bookings/reservations
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There are two bookings/reservation interfaces.
One is for general bookings (hair
appointments, service appointments, etc). The other is for hospitality table bookings.
If the Hospitality module is installed the general bookings facility is not available - only table
reservations. In that case all service definitions relate to menu options based on services
types and times - eg - lunch, dinner, breakfast, etc.
Bookings must be installed to be able to allocate parties to any tables. The tables layout can
still be used to record reserved tables but no customer's names can be associated with them.
You can still use the walk in customer option however.

Hospitality Reservations
To enter any reservations first create the required tables and/or services. Tables are optional,
but using them allows you to avoid double booking. It also allows you to reallocate previously
booked tables for later reservations.
You don't have to allocate reservations to a table when entering a reservation. You can do so
later when the party arrives and is assigned to a table. Allocating tables at the time the
reservation is made is useful if you think there is a chance of overbooking for any service. And
to avoid double-booking tables. You can also allocate tables prior to the service starting so
you know who needs to be available based on the number of customers for that service.
You can also seat parties from the Reservations form.
The reservations form is as follows:

To view reservations on any date change the date of the calendar. All reservations on that
day display. You can also view reservations for a selected service by entering the service into
the List by service field.
The reservations are displayed in order of the start time of the selected service. This means
that reservations will, generally, be in blocks by the service. This makes it relatively easy to
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see which service has the highest number of reservations.
To create a new reservation click New reservation. The form then looks like the following.
Note the date of the reservations displayed is the same as the date on the calendar.

To activate the touch screen keyboard click "Keyboard". You may find this keyboard easier
to use than most other touchscreen keyboards..

•
•

•

•

•
•
•

•

Enter the date. This defaults to the same date as the calendar. You can change it.
Enter an arrival time This is important if you wish to make more than one reservation
for a table during the same service.
Select a service the reservation is for. You can select services from a picklist by
clicking the magnifying glass to the right of the Service field. The times the service is
available for displays. Use this to confirm you have the right time for the reservation.
If the reservation time is not within the times the service runs for you will be warned.
If the patron is a regular you may have them in the customer file. In that case you
can select them from a pick list of customers. Their name is placed in the Party
Name field. If the party isn't a regular you can ignore this field and enter their name
into the Party name field. You can create a new customer by clicking the New
button.
Enter, or modify, the contents of the Party name field. You can use this to more fully
describe the party.
Enter the party size. This is used to check that you have allocated sufficient table
places.
Enter any notes. For example if any member of the party is a vegetarian or is allergic
to anything. Or any other special issue - for example birthday boy/girl. Or
instructions to wait staff to rearrange tables, etc.
Click Save. If the reservation is for a day different from the current one the entry will
"disappear". You can get it back by changing to the calendar date.

Note that there is a running total of tables currently reserved at the bottom right of the form.
This total is for the service of the selected reservation on the day. This means you can check
for overbooking for each service. Of course, if you intend to book a table multiple times for
any one service this total is indicative only. And may, in that case, be a negative (red).
Now select the tables the reservation is for. A Table(s) for selected reservation group
becomes visible when you click Save. Click Select table(s). The following form is
activated.
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If the operator makes an error and selects a table with less settings than the size of a party
you can change the setting. Click Delete table and re-select another, properly-sized, table. If
the party has been allocated to a table with more settings than their party size, and they
advise the party is going to be larger you can change the settings allocated by clicking
Change setting. These changes enable you to specify how many settings to make available
at any one time.
When selecting a table for the party you are warned if the table has less than the number in
the party. Or if the table has already been booked. You can also select the table from the
tables list. This list shows which tables have already been booked for the service in question.
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To allocate the number of settings for a service select a service in the List by service field
and click Print Reservations. You can use the report to put out the required number of
places per table.
If the reservation is for a service that already has table reservations the tables so far reserved
are shown in the list on the right.
If the service has a set menu the reservations form appears as follows. Note the "Service has
a set menu" to the right of the Service field description.

Standard menu items are immediately inserted into the docket as soon as the party is
assigned to a docket.
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You can print out a list of reservations for selected services. The list includes the tables
reserved and notes. Because the list prints on A4 format you need to have an A4 printer
connected.

General Service Bookings
The bookings form is as follows:

To view bookings on any date change the date of the calendar. All bookings on that day
display. You can also view bookings for a selected service by entering the service into the List
by service field.
Bookings are displayed in order of the start time of any selected service. This means that
bookings will, general, be in blocks by the service. This makes it relatively easy to see which
service has the highest number of bookings. Unless no service has been selected. In which
case all bookings, for the selected date, are shown in time order - earliest to latest.
To create a new booking click New booking. The form then looks like the following. Note the
date is the same as the date on the calendar.
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To activate the touch screen keyboard click "Keyboard". You may find this keyboard easier
to use than most other touchscreen keyboards..

•
•

•
•

•
•
•

•

Enter the date. This defaults to the same date as the calendar. You can change it.
Enter an arrival time This is important if you wish to avoid overloading staff.
Select a service the booking is for. You can select services from a picklist by clicking
the magnifying glass to the right of the Service field.
If the customer is a regular you may have them in the customer file. In that case you
can select them from a pick list of customers. Their name is placed in the Party
Name field. If the party isn't a regular you can ignore this field and enter their name
into the Party name field. You can create a new customer by clicking the New
button.
Enter, or modify, the contents of the Party name field. You can use this to more fully
describe the party.
Enter the party size. This is can be left at '1' for most services. However if you are
servicing more than one item it is a good idea to enter the number of items to be
serviced.
Enter any notes. These can be used by staff to check that certain actions are carried
out that need special attention.
Click Save. If the booking is for a day different from the current one the entry will
"disappear". You can get it back by changing the calendar date.

You can activate email reminders for selected bookings. To do so first make sure the booking
is for a regular customer and that you have entered their email address.
•
•
•

To activate a reminder for a new booking check the "Arrange reminder" box.
Select the date of the reminder.
Enter the time of the reminder - to the nearest minute.
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If you regularly send out reminders for bookings click the "Activate reminders" button when
the bookings form appears.
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